For my Mom, who taught me that you never
truly learn something until you teach it.
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Introduction

Does design matter?
The saying heard around some marketing circles is, "If it's ugly as hell, it will probably sell." It's the
notion that customers really don't care what your site looks like. As long as you oﬀer something of
value, customers will buy — even if you have a poorly designed website.
That may have been true during the first few decades of doing business online, but today's web
audience has grown up. They expect a baseline level of quality from the companies they do business
with. And that bar is being raised higher and faster than ever before.
The design of your startup's marketing site shouldn't be an afterthought. Design is not an optional
enhancement that makes a mediocre website "look pretty". The design of your startup's website,
along with the message it delivers, is what makes or breaks your first impression with a new visitor.
Your product's value proposition is everything. Without it, your customers don't have a reason to care.
But even if your product delivers what I call a "no brainer" value proposition (chapter 3, Why People
Buy), your marketing site must cut through the noise, connect with your customer, and ensure your
product's value comes across.
The eﬀectiveness of your marketing site design lies in it's ability to communicate your value
proposition. That’s what determines whether or not a visitor will convert to a customer. And that's
what will determine whether your startup gains the early traction it needs to survive it's first year.

Who is this book for?
I wrote this book for founders, designers, developers, and marketers, who want to leverage design as
a means to an end: To convert more visitors to paying customers. If you're a bootstrapped startup
founder like me, and you're seeking to gain early traction for a new product, you'll find the ideas in this
book especially useful. If you're more established, I expect you'll uncover some new ideas you can

apply in your website as well. Every company, new and old, gets only one chance to make a first
impression. Your product's marketing site is that chance. This book is here to help you design one that
performs.
Designing a marketing site for a product is as much about it's look and feel as it is about it's content.
It's as much about what's displayed on the screen as it is about what happens inside the minds of
your visitors. I believe in taking a holistic approach to design, and folding together diﬀerent sets of
skills like visual design, copywriting, and user experience to create something that stands apart from
your competition.
The lines boundaries between diﬀerent skill sets are blurred more than ever before, and if you're a
founder of a bootstrapped startup, that couldn't be more true (chapter 2, The Designer-Founder).
Whether you have a background in development, design, marketing, or business, this book connects
the dots between all of these, helping you make better strategic decisions when it comes to your
startup's home base — your website.

Customer Experience
In the world of web design, there is a heavy focus on "User Experience". That is, how easy and
pleasing the experience of using your website is. Are the user's expectations met and are they able to
accomplish what they came here to do? That's what a User Experience designer works on.
When it comes to designing a marketing website for your product, the same questions of user
experience apply. But there is another dimension to consider, and that is the Sale. How will you tell the
story of your product in a way that compels your visitors to buy? How will you craft and deliver that
message? How will customers make a connection with you and decide to engage in a transaction?
This is what I call designing the "Customer Experience".
If there's one concept I hope you'll take away from every chapter of this book, it's this: Experience
your site through the eyes of your customer. Not just any web user, but your customer. Know who they
are and what they care about. And use this understanding to drive every design decision you make.
Take on this "Customer Experience" mindset and you'll be on your way to designing for conversions.
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3 Traits of a Highly Effective
Marketing Website
When a new startup or product gains traction and widespread adoption, entrepreneurs
love to comment and analyze why it became such a success.
"Of course it was a hit. The product is remarkable. There's a huge market for it. It solves a
real problem”, we’d say.
And those reasons may certainly be true. But in order to get this remarkable product into
the hands of that huge market of people who have this problem and are willing to pay for it
to be solved, something else must happen.
That something else is the marketing behind the product. And these days, the marketing
for nearly every startup is centered around it's web presence. Specifically, the startup's
marketing website.
Of course, there are many other things that play into the marketing machine of a startup:
Conversations with customers, a social media presence, content creation, email marketing, pay-per-click campaigns, Kickstarter, press mentions, in-person sales, the list goes
on…
But at the end of the day, it's your startup's website — Your Company Name Dot Com (or
.ly, .io, or whatever the trendy domain of the moment may be) — that will do most of the
heavy lifting when it comes to selling your product to customers. It's the place where first
impressions are made. It's where your customer's make or break buying decision happens. It's the location everyone links to when recommending, reviewing, or mentioning
your product. All paths lead back to your startup's website, and that's where the action
happens (or doesn't).
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So what does it take for your website to perform it's duty as sales agent #1? How can it
reach it's maximum potential?
There are many things that contribute to the success (or failure) of your startup's marketing site. The chapters ahead will dive into all of these aspects at length. But there are three
over-arching traits that the most eﬀective startup websites embrace. Think of these as
your guide to every creative and marketing decision you make during the creation of your
marketing site. The startups that embrace these traits will find it easier to connect with customers and facilitate more sales, referrals, and mentions.
On the flip side, the vast majority of startup marketing sites seem to miss the mark on
these three guiding principals. Even when they've identified a valuable problem to solve
and built a great product, they still struggle to attract active, paying customers because
their website fails to do it's job of selling the product.
So what are these three key traits of highly eﬀective startup websites? I thought you'd
never ask. Here they are:
1.

Value

2.

Connection

3.

Direction

Let's dig into each one…

1. Value
It is absolutely imperative that your product is built around a strong value proposition. At
it's core, that's what building a great product is all about: Creating value. Without a deep
understanding of how your product creates real value for your customers, nothing else
matters.
So the number one job of your startup's website is to communicate your product's value
proposition. I mean, really drive it home so that it is abundantly clear to your customer why
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they should care about your product (and hopefully care enough that they're willing to pay
for it).
This comes down to doing two things extremely well:
• Know your customer: Know who your ideal customer is, what they care about, and
understand their needs on a deep, granular level.
• Articulate benefits: Show and tell your customer how your product meets those
needs, by shining a light on the benefits that resonate most.
These things are seemingly very simple, and perhaps a bit obvious. But as many new entrepreneurs learn the hard way (myself included), they're in fact the most challenging,
time-consuming, and critically important aspects of building a business.
That's why when it comes to designing your startup's home on the web, communicating
value is your number #1 objective.

2. Connection
You must make a deep, emotional connection with your customer in order to compel them
to take action.
Did you notice that I said "customer" (singular), not "customers" (plural)? That's not just a
fancy way to make a point. It's the secret sauce. Actually, it's one of the cornerstone principles of marketing, and when it comes to your startup's marketing website, it's more applicable than ever.
Every business has an ideal customer. A single person who perfectly meets all of the criteria for someone who should use your product. This person would receive more value from
using your product than anyone else in the world. It's almost as if you created this product
just for this one person.
For example, one of my products is called Restaurant Engine. It's a website design service
built for Restaurants. Who is my ideal customer? It's an owner of an independent, small to
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medium-sized restaurant, based in the United States, who values the importance of a
strong web presence and isn't afraid to embrace new technologies, like WordPress, social
media, and online ordering.
Given that description, you'd probably think that narrows down the pool of potential customers quite a bit. Only US-based restaurants? Only restaurateurs who aren't afraid to embrace web technology? There certainly aren't many of those. So why am I limiting the
reach of my business in this way?
The answer is, I'm not. But I am designing my website and overall message as if I were
talking directly to this ideal customer that I described above. By taking this approach, I'm
able to develop a deep connection with that customer, because they're able to identify
and relate to the exact pain points my product aims to solve.
The truth is, many of my customers don't fit perfectly into the mold I described. Many customers using Restaurant Engine are based overseas. Many of them aren't even restaurant
owners, but they're consultants to restaurants. Some of our customers don't have restaurants at all, but still find value in our website building platform for their business. These
not-quite-ideal customers still find ways to connect themselves to the value proposition I
put across, and decide it fits their needs.
The key is to identify your ideal customer, design your site and message to connect with
them on a deep level, and the rest of your customer base will find ways latch onto this
message in their own way.

3. Direction
The third trait of a highly eﬀective marketing website for a startup is one that provides a
clearly defined path for a user to move from first-time visitor to engaged reader/subscriber
to paying customer. A site that has direction.
The user is never left wondering where they should go next. That decision is practically
made for them, through crystal clear navigation and calls to action. They're never confused as to why they're here, how they arrived, where they're going, and what will happen
when they proceed.
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The user is never bombarded with many diﬀerent, conflicting, and competing messages at
once. The story of the startup is clearly communicated, step by step, inviting the user
deeper and deeper down the path toward conversion. The customer's experience from
landing page through checkout has a clear direction.
So those are the three traits — Value, Connection, Direction — that the most highly eﬀective marketing sites share. Now let's dig deeper and learn how to design a marketing site
for your startup that not only looks great, but performs exceptionally well (i.e. actually sells
your product).
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2
The Designer-Founder
Malcolm Gladwell wrote in his fantastic book, Outliers: The Story of Success, that in order
to master any skill, whether it's playing music like Mozart or the Beatles, or being a breakthrough programmer like Bill Gates, you must put in 10,000 hours of practice.
Jerry Seinfeld oﬀered this advice when a new comedian asked him how to become a better comic: "The way to be a better comic was to create better jokes and the way to create
better jokes was to write every day."
We hear it again and again: The path to success in any skill requires a commitment of daily
practice. Like anything else, this is most certainly true for designers. The sites I design today show vast improvements over the ones I designed three years ago. And I'm sure that
three years from now I'll look back and say the same thing of the work I'm doing today.
There are no shortcuts to getting better. Building experience is only way.
But should we focus on only one skill and master it? Or should we mix and match disciplines?
There was a time not too long ago when a designer was just a designer. A coder was a
coder. A marketer was a marketer. An entrepreneur was an entrepreneur. Everyone had
their place and specialized expertise. But this separation of roles is a thing of the past.
Throughout the web industry, these lines of separation are increasingly blurred. Nowhere is
it more apparent than in the world of startups. Particularly, bootstrapped, web-based startups.
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It started with designers learning to code. If you wanted to make the transition from designing for print to designing websites, you had to gain a basic understanding of HTML and
CSS. Suddenly, designers no longer called themselves "designers". Now they're "web designers".
Then content management systems like WordPress came along. If you wanted to create
websites powered by WordPress, you had to learn how your pages interact with a database. This used to be the job of a back-end developer. But today, there are loads of designers who are able to create beautiful templates for WordPress and other CMS. How?
By expanding their skill sets beyond just design and HTML and adding some know-how
when it comes to back-end database coding languages like PHP and MySQL.
This commitment to pushing the boundaries of our expertise is what moves us forward in
this ever-changing industry. But for those of us who go a step further by building a product
and launching a business, the idea of mixing and matching our skill sets takes on a much
deeper meaning.
As startup founders, we expand our skills because it's a means to an end. We know what
the destination looks like, but getting there is never easy. We encounter gaps that we must
cross, hurdles we must overcome, walls we must break through. We know that by adding
key skills, we'll be able to overcome these obstacles, build what we want to build and
reach further into our vision of the future.
The obstacles we encounter come in the form of problems. Luckily, we as entrepreneurs
thrive on confronting problems and coming up with the best solution.
How do we provide the best solution for this customer's pain? How do we take this from a
wireframe to a functioning prototype? How do we get the word out about our new startup?
How do we best communicate our value proposition? We require a mix of skills — design,
development, marketing, business — just to make it through the day. Limiting ourselves to
just one or two would be a costly mistake.
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So what do we as entrepreneurs do with the advice of Malcolm Gladwell, Jerry Seinfeld,
and so many others who say the key to success is to practice and master only one skill?
It's quite the dilemma.
The skill that entrepreneurs must master isn't one specific task, like programming, design,
web development, marketing, and business. The skill we must own is how to leverage all
of these and the impact they have on one another. Entrepreneurs must become experts at
putting the pieces together in a meaningful way.
That requires us to understand the parts of each area that have the most impact. We look
to the age-old business principle, the 80-20 rule. Most of the time, when developing a new
skill, there are a few key lessons, tips, and techniques that have an enormous impact on
the outcome. Twenty percent of education in one skill can be responsible for eighty percent of the outcome.
Over the course of my education in design, one of those 80-20 moments was when I
learned about creating a strong visual hierarchy. Once I learned this key design technique,
I saw a drastic improvement in my work.
When it comes to learning design and applying it in our startups, our goal is to understand
those key techniques that can have the most impact.

Design for Startups
Designing the marketing website for your startup is unlike any other design project. There
are so many things that must come into consideration.
Our website won't achieve the conversions we want it to just because we chose the right
color scheme, the right font treatment, or crafted a balanced layout. It's the value proposition, the message, and emotional connection that will ultimately make the sale.
So we must learn to fold those key marketing skills into our design process. When we understand the value proposition of our product, we're able to use that to inform the structure of our page to highlight this value to the fullest extent.
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When the copywriting and the design are executed together simultaneously, we're able to
use our message to dictate our design decisions.
When we know our customer's most common path to conversion, we're able to craft a layout that guides the visitor's eye through the page to the call to action.
When we're in direct contact with our customers, we're able to internalize the things they
tell us and leverage that knowledge when we craft our copy and add elements of social
proof.
These are examples of how we can adjust our mindset when it comes to thinking about design. It's all about understanding how our design decisions fit into the bigger picture for
our business. That's what being a designer-founder is all about.
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3
Why People Buy
It's the most important question you will ask yourself. And the answer can make or break
your startup.
Why will people buy your product?
Without a definitive and compelling reason for why your product matters to a paying customer, there isn't a product at all. It's just an idea.
Before you begin to design your startup's website, it is of utmost importance that you
have a deep understanding of why it is your product matters to your customers. You must
know your customer, who they are, how they operate, and what they value. And you must
know your product, how it works, and the benefits it provides.

Your Value Proposition
It all comes down to your value proposition. Your value proposition is the reason your product is worthwhile to your customer. It's the thing that separates and elevates your product
when compared against your competitors. Out of all the benefits your product brings, it’s
the one that seals the deal.
The way I like to think about a value proposition is this: How do we make buying this product a "no-brainer" for our ideal customer?
If your product is aimed at businesses, chances are the value proposition is to save them
time or money or both. The popular invoicing app, FreshBooks, has a clear value proposition:
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FreshBooks makes invoicing easy and intuitive, while making

FreshBooks keeps
the focus on their
value proposition,
that using their
product saves you
time and money.

you look professional to your clients.
An easier alternative to creating invoices manually in Microsoft
Word? That certainly saves any freelancer lots of time. And of
course, for freelancers, time equals money. When a customer
compares the cost of using FreshBooks (about $20/month) to
the number of hours they'll save, which can be allocated to billable client work, it's a "no-brainer".
The most important thing to understand about your value
proposition is that what you believe to be your value proposi-
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tion and what your customer believes it is should be the same thing. When you truly know
what your customer cares about most, you're in the perfect position to craft your startup's
marketing website. The message you put across through your website aligns perfectly
with what matters most to your customer.
Without a clear value proposition, you'll never achieve the results you're aiming for. It
doesn't matter how great your startup's website looks, or how many features you've built,
or how slick the interface is. Without a compelling value proposition, nothing else matters.
Likewise, if your idea of the value proposition diﬀers from your customer's idea of your
value proposition, you'll also run into trouble.
Suppose you've built a time tracking app for freelancers, and you believe the value proposition to be the fact that it's interface is easier to operate than that of your competitors.
When you design the website for your product, you choose to highlight the intuitive interface, the buttons, and the workflow. These are the key elements you communicate on your
homepage and product pages.
But as it turns out, what customers care about most is that your time tracking app integrates with their favorite invoicing app. They don't care as much about the placement of
the buttons on your interface. As long as they can convert their tracked time to a billing invoice to send to their client, that's what really matters to them.
Well, it just so happens that your time tracking app does integrate with the most popular
invoicing apps on the market. Great! But this tidbit of information is buried in the support
documentation for your product, and isn't stated anywhere on your homepage or product
page. Your customers aren't even aware of your product's biggest selling point!
Once you achieve a strong value proposition and confirm that it aligns with what your customers perceive to be your value proposition, you're ready to make all the right high-level
decisions when it comes to your website design and the message you put across.
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Designing For Your Value Proposition
So how does your value proposition come into play as you approach the design of your
website? Maybe a better question to ask is how does it not come into play?
Your product's value proposition should be foremost in your mind as you think through
every design decision you make.
As the designer, you'll make high-level decisions like whether you'll go with a single
landing-page style marketing page or a multi-page site complete with product tour pages
and the like.
You'll make decisions in regards to the message you're putting across, through copywriting, imagery, and the story you'll tell.
Then you'll get into the nitty gritty details, like how to lay out the pricing options, which testimonials to feature where, and the colors and font choices.
Every one of these decisions should be backed up by asking this question:
Will this help to drive home our product's value proposition?
That's your goal when designing your marketing website: To drive home your product's
value proposition in the most compelling way possible.
In the upcoming chapters of this book, we'll dive deeper into how you can use design techniques, like visual hierarchy, copywriting, and layout to support this objective.

Supporting Factors
So we know that the value proposition is the most important thing that will compel your
customer to open their wallet and pay money for your product.
But there's always a bit more to it. Let's take a look at some of the other key factors that
play into a customer's buying decision.
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Are the technical requirements met?
You'll hear me stress repeatedly the importance of focusing on benefits rather than features. But that doesn't mean we should obfuscate key features altogether.
Your customers often have a clear idea in their mind what they're looking for in terms of
features. They need a confirmation that the feature they're looking for is in fact delivered in
your product.
That doesn't mean you need to list out each and every feature and functionality your product has to oﬀer. That would only serve to add bloat and unnecessary complexity, causing
customers to skim past and miss the point. But you can highlight a couple of the most
core features that your customer has come to expect from a product in your category.
Let's look at the Freshbooks website again. The first thing you see when you arrive on
their homepage is a big headline that reads "Say Hello to Cloud Accounting", alongside images of various mobile devices. They know their customers value mobile compatibility, so
they're driving that point home right from the get-go.
A bit further down on their homepage, they make mention of a three other key functionalities included in FreshBooks: Time Tracking, Expense Logging, and Invoicing. FreshBooks
actually does quite a bit more than this like the ability to generate accounting reports, integrations with other popular software, and so on. But they chose to touch on these three
features here on their homepage because they know customers are looking for them.
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Social Proof
It's perhaps one of the most powerful tools we have to give customers that final nudge to
take action and try our product. Social proof matters big time.
You can add elements of social proof to your marketing website in a variety of ways:
•

Customer testimonials

•

Logos of reputable press outlets

•

In-depth client case study reports

•

Show oﬀ awards you've won

•

You can even work social proof into your copy

Let's take another look at the FreshBooks website because their homepage is gushing
with social proof.
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They start by working a powerful statement of social proof right into the 2nd headline:
"Join over 5 million people using FreshBooks". This makes the visitor think, "5 million people can't possibly be wrong, can they?"
Moving down, we see a collection of logos from highly reputable press outlets like the
New York Times and CNN. But check out that last one on the end there, CPA Practice Advisor. Have you heard of that one? I certainly haven't. But guess who has… Accountants.
And they're one of FreshBooks' target customers. It's very smart of them to feature a logo
that is highly relevant to their customer-base.
As we scroll down we're stared right in the face by a smiling FreshBooks customer. Personal photos like these draw a significant amount of attention to the testimonial quotes
that go with them. As an bonus, the quote they chose to feature speaks right to the heart
of FreshBooks' value proposition: "It saves me a huge amount of time."
Next to the customer quotes, we have short excerpts from news outlets like the New York
Times. This piece delivers a powerful 1-2 punch: First, we see something from a highly
trusted source, the New York Times. Second, the quote highlights a key benefit of using
FreshBooks.
Finally, as if that wasn't enough social proof for you, FreshBooks went ahead and touted
their industry recognition by showcasing a couple of awards they've won.

Reduced Friction
Sometimes what makes or breaks a conversion isn't one big roadblock, but a series of
smaller bumps in the road that add up over the course of your customer's path through
your site.
These are what I call friction points. They are seemingly minor details that make your customer pause and question whether they're making the right decision. You want to reduce
or completely eliminate these points of friction from the customer's experience. Your goal
is to reassure the customer at every step along their path that taking the next step is easy,
safe, and exactly what they want to do.
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There are a few ways we can reduce friction:
1. Set clear expectations
At no point in your customer's path through your conversion funnel should they ever think
to themselves, "What will happen if I proceed?"
It should be abundantly obvious to the customer what's going to happen after they follow
this link, click this button, or fill out this form. If they question themselves for even a brief
moment, that could give them enough discomfort to abandon their path toward conversion.
Here are a few ways to set clear expectations:
Be descriptive in the anchor text of the links throughout your site. For example, let's say
you're displaying some testimonials, each with a link to view a more in-depth client case
study. Instead of making the link text say "read more", you might try "read the full case
study". Maybe our visitor is interested to read the case study, maybe they're not, but at
least they're fully aware of the option presented to them. That's what matters most.
When it comes to call-to-action buttons, setting expectations becomes crucially important. What will happen after this button is clicked? The customer should have a very clear
idea before they even click it.
One the most common things we see are buttons labeled with nothing more than the word
"Submit". This could not be more vague. When I click a button labeled "Submit", I'm not
thinking "I'm excited to take the next step…" No, my thoughts are more like "I hope this
works and I don’t lose my information" or "I think I'm submitting the correct form, but I'm
not 100% sure" or the most likely conclusion, "Hmm, I'm not sure about this. I'll deal with
it later (a.k.a. never)". Get the picture? We can do better than "Submit".
Let's look at a few examples of buttons that do a great job of setting clear expectations:
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Mailchimp labels their signup form button "Create My Account". My intention is to create
my new Mailchimp account, and this button confirms that's exactly what I'm doing.
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Near the bottom of all of Sacha Greif's blog posts, he has this callout to join his newsletter.
Every bit of copy here serves to reinforce expectations and make those expectations as attractive as possible.
The copy above the form reads: "The Newsletter. Stories & Tips to Make You a Better Designer." That not only tells us it's a newsletter, but also describes what I can expect when
reading it.
The button is labeled "Get Tips", which is a great followup in reference to the tips mentioned above.
And finally, the kicker: "One email every Sunday. No spam." Talk about setting expectations! I subscribed to Sacha's newsletter last week, and sure enough I was reading his
newsletter that Sunday. I'm a happy subscriber, and I consciously anticipate Sacha's newsletters every Sunday. Do you see how powerful this is?
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2. Focus on the positive
There's no getting around the fact that our goal as business owners is to get our customer
to take an action that involves some risk. We ask them to spend their valuable time with
us, invite us into their email inbox, or part with their hard-earned cash. Some level of resistance is inherent in any business transaction. But we can overcome that by focusing on
the positive.
We can take steps to minimize and soften the risk we are asking the customer to take, by
accentuating the positive aspects of the transaction.
It is wrong to trick people into taking an action when they don't knowingly accept all of the
implications. It’s also wrong to hide those implications away in the fine print. For example,
there are well-known services that allow consumers to check their credit score "for free".
The catch? It's only a 7-day free trial, after which you're automatically (and often unknowingly) enrolled in a $20/month subscription unless you call them up to cancel. This company's public website and television commercials misrepresent the deal and fail to set
clear expectations.
Making a false promise like that is not what I mean when I say focus on the positive. Let's
look at some ways we can keep the focus on the positive, while keeping our integrity intact.
The signup page for the SEO keyword app, HitTail does a great job of being 100% transparent about what they're asking from the customer, while keeping the focus on the positive every step of the way.
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The first thing we see is the big headline, "Only Seconds Away From Your Free Trial". It
could have said something like, "Fill Out This Form to Sign Up". But instead, this headline
does two things:
• It tells us how quickly ("Only Seconds Away…") we'll be on our way to using the app.
• It reminds us that this is a free trial so our money isn't at risk.
Also notice how big and bold this headline is. It grabs the customer's attention and sets a
positive, comforting tone as they prepare to enter their personal and billing information.
Moving into the form, there are a few things that draw attention and keep the focus on the
positive:
Midway through the form, just before the customer is asked to enter their credit card information, there is an information box, reminding the customer "Your card will not be charged
today". It even goes on to inform the customer the exact date that they will be charged,
but only "If you love HitTail". Otherwise, you can cancel.
Why is that so powerful? On the surface, it serves as a friendly reminder that the customer's money isn't at risk. But on a deeper level, it conveys honesty and integrity. The
$19.95 price tag and the date which this will be charged are not hidden away in fine print
somewhere. They're shown prominently right smack in the middle of the signup form, with
an attention-drawing box around them. Personally, I feel good about doing business with a
company who is up-front in this way.
Two more touches of positive reinforcement on the HitTail signup page are:
• Customer testimonial quotes, adding an element of social proof, which serve as a reminder to the customer that they're on their way to joining other happy customers.
• The action button is appropriately labeled "Start My Free Trial", setting expectations
in a positive way.
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Remember, asking for money, contact info, or time is part of doing business and the customer's natural instinct is to push back. But we can design our pages to turn that resistance into positive momentum toward a conversion.
3. Stress security
Nearly twenty years after the rise of E-Commerce, security is still a major concern for most
consumers when shopping on the Internet. And that concern is not unfounded.
Every day, credit cards, passwords, email addresses, and other personal information is stolen and transferred to the hands of spammers, scammers, or worse.
Why does the issue of security continue to be so prevalent on the Internet? Two reasons:
The first is a technology problem. Website owners fail to properly secure their websites,
leaving their customers and their business vulnerable to information theft. The second reason is a people problem. There will always be shady characters "posing" as business owners who maliciously fool consumers into purchasing hot air.
The first problem (technology) is easier to overcome. Let's start there.
If you're running an E-Commerce website of any kind and you're accepting credit card information through your website, then you must have an SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) certificate installed and renewed every year that you're in business. Basically, this means that
any information transferred through your website will be encrypted, making it much more
diﬃcult to fall into the hands of a hacker.
When your website is properly secured with an SSL certificate, your URL will begin with
https:// (instead of http://). The browser may also display a lock icon, or turn the URL
green, or show some other indication that you're browsing a secured web page.
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Some consumers are savvy enough to know they should look for those security confirmations in their browser when shopping online. But the truth is that the vast majority of consumers aren't aware of these technical details. So it's our job as designers to make it abundantly clear that our website is a perfectly secure place to do business.
Remember, as soon as a customer is presented with a checkout form where they're asked
to input their credit card information, their natural instinct is to put up their guard and question whether they're making a smart, secure decision by submitting their info here. Our job
is to eliminate that thought, make them feel comfortable, and maintain that sense of excitement that led them all the way to our checkout page.
We can do that by adding trust symbols, such as lock icons and messages confirming that
this is a secured page. These can be strategically placed above, below, or alongside our
checkout form, prominently in view as the customer examines the page.
IMPORTANT: If you place trust symbols such as a lock icon or claim that this page is "secure", that must actually be backed with real security measures. Specifically, you should
never place these types of security icons on a page that is not secured with an SSL certificate. Placing these symbols on a page that is insecure is not only unethical (and will harm
the reputation of your business when it inevitably falls victim to hackers), it might also be
illegal, making you vulnerable to lawsuits or worse.
Let's look at a few examples of how security is reinforced to reduce friction for the customer.
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The clothing shop, United Pixelworkers, places a black band with a red lock icon and statement of security across the very top of their checkout page. While the font and icon are
perfectly in-line with the rest of the look and feel, it is a high-contrast element in a prominent location, making it very hard to miss.
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The email marketing app, Aweber, places a small lock icon right alongside the credit card
number input field. Since that is the step in the checkout form where the question of security is most likely to pop into the customer's mind, this security symbol serves to minimize
that notion at this crucial stage in the checkout.
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Even Amazon, the biggest E-Commerce website on the planet, makes a point of reinforcing the safety and security of their checkout process. Before you can proceed to checkout, Amazon asks you to sign in. But they don't just say "Sign in…". They say, "Sign in using our secure sever". This sets the stage for a secure transaction ahead.
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From a technical perspective, you can secure out websites by adding SSL encryption and
the like. You can remind your customers of those measures using symbols of security on
your checkout pages. But these won't steps won't do much to combat the most important
customer objection when it comes to security:
Can customers trust YOU?
Once the customer accepts the value proposition you oﬀer, then the only big issue standing in the way between warm lead and a successful sale is trust. Customers must develop
a sense of trust with the company, and more importantly, the people who stand behind the
company they're about to do business with.
So how do you build trust? Trust comes down to credibility and authority. Building an audience through education is a great way to build up authority in your space. This type of effort has become known as Content Marketing or Inbound Marketing. It can involve blogging, videos, eBooks, seminars and webinars, courses, and the like.
There's no denying how eﬀective a Content Marketing approach can be when it comes to
building your brand and selling online. But this approach takes quite a bit of time and commitment to gain traction. So what are some things we can do in the short term to establish
trust, particularly when you're just starting out?
A quality design is one way to establish some level of built-in credibility for a new brand.
Now, don't get me wrong. It takes much more than a pretty website to make the sale. But
studies have shown that the quality of a website's design can impact the visitor's perception of trust in that brand. So putting some eﬀort towards your website's design and overall user experience is a good way to boost credibility from the get go.
Now that we know which factors contribute to your customer's decision to buy from you,
in the next chapter we'll look at getting to know your customer and how they experience
your sales cycle.
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4
Everything is a conversion
When a visitor hits your site for the very first time, the pressure is on.
Your website (and your product) has to be on it's toes at every moment. That's because on
the web, people are ruthless about how they spend their attention. If your site fails to convey that your message and your product is worth their attention, then your visitor won't
stick around for long.
As a first-time visitor makes their way through your site, they make a series of decisions.
At every turn, they're asking themselves, "is this relevant to me?"
Your goal, as a designer, is to make sure the answer to that question is "Yes" at every step
in your visitor's journey through your site.
We've come to define a conversion as a measurable, transactional event, such as a signup
or a purchase. Those certainly are critically important types of conversions for any business. But I like to think of a conversion in a broader sense.
When you see your site through the eyes of a first-time visitor, you begin to see that every
aspect of your site involves a conversion of some kind. Not all of them are measurable, in
fact most of them aren't. But you can bet that they're all critically important hurdles your
customer must move past in order to reach the promised land (a successful purchase).
The goal of this chapter is to get you to step into the shoes of your customer and really get
inside their minds. Learn to experience your website through your customer's eyes and let
that perspective guide you throughout your design process.
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Let's walk through all of the conversions (or decisions) that a customer must move past as
they experience a typical website's sales funnel.

First-time visitor to browser
This is perhaps the most critical conversion in your entire funnel! How many first-time visitors to your website keep reading and scrolling down instead of immediately hitting that
dreaded back button?
Remember, the moment your customer hits your site for the very first time, they're immediately asking themselves this question: "Is this relevant to me?"
So your first headline and first image they see must grab and keep their attention. The
goal of this first moment is to compel your customer to stick around for a bit and not click
that back button on their browser.
If they do bounce oﬀ your site within the first few seconds, you can count on this customer being lost forever. Once someone consciously makes the decision that your company is not what they want, that decision will remain in their memory for a long time to
come. If they happen to cross paths with your company in the future (which may never
happen), they will be faced with a much harder question to overcome: "Has my mind
changed about this company? Should I give them a second look?"
You want to avoid getting to that point. Your goal is to convert a first-time visitors into an
active "browser" who chooses to stick around and hear you out.

Skimmer to Engaged Reader
Your customer decided not to bounce oﬀ your site. They've decided to read past the initial
headline. We're oﬀ to a good start!
At this point, most visitors begin to "skim" the page, rather than actually read every word.
They might do a quick scroll from top to bottom just take in the main highlights of this
page and get a peek of what lies ahead.
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When a first-time visitor is skimming a website, what they're really doing is evaluating
whether or not this page is really worth their valuable time. They've already passed the first
critical conversion point when they decided not to bounce oﬀ the site immediately and
stick around for a bit. Now they're trying to confirm that decision by skimming through and
looking for more items that catch their interest.
Your goal is to make those "hooks" visible enough to read and process while skimming.
Then make them convincing enough that our visitor decides to stay, slow down, and really
consume our entire message. We want them to convert from skimming to being fully engaged.

Reader to submitting an email address
When your page has passed your visitor's "skim test", now they're an engaged reader, consuming all of your content in detail.
They're reading every sentence on the page, pressing play on your video, clicking through
your slideshows, thinking and processing all of the messages and media you have to oﬀer.
If that is the case, then it's safe to assume that our message is relevant to our visitor. In
their search for whatever it is they've been looking for, our website seems to be on track to
fulfilling their need. That could be an educational lesson they've been seeking to learn, or
a tool or service that claims to solve a painful problem they're seeking to solve.
Your goal is for your content to resonate with the visitor on a deep level. The conversion
we're aiming to achieve here is for the visitor to go from being a casual reader to someone
who has consciously validated they have gained something of value by reading through
this page.
And if they do, chances are they will take the next step. Typically, that would be entering
their email address to join your newsletter.
Just placing your newsletter opt-in box in your sidebar or at the end of your article won't
necessarily result in subscriptions. The location of that call-to-action has little to do with
your visitor's decision to engage with it.
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It's the content leading up to the call-to-action that influences their decision to start typing
their email address and click "Subscribe". They have to be moved on a deep level in order
to have the motivation to take that next step in their relationship with you.
As I discussed in the previous chapter, the value proposition has everything to do with
your visitor's decision to buy. That value proposition is further broken down on a page by
page basis. Every page, and particularly every blog article or content that leads to a newsletter opt-in should deliver something of real value to your audience. It's that value that will
be the deciding factor when your visitor converts from someone reading your page to
someone who is typing their contact info into a form.

Single Opt-In to Double Opt-In Subscriber
Most email marketing services give you the option of requiring your subscribers single
opt-in or double opt-into joining your list.
A single opt-in means that the subscriber simply needs to enter their email into a form and
click submit and they are immediately subscribed to your list.
A double opt-in means they are not subscribed to your list until they open the confirmation
email you sent them and click the link to confirm their subscription.
While a single opt-in may result in a higher rate of growth for your newsletter list, the double opt-in is the recommended way to go. You'll find that double opt-in subscribers are
much more likely to remain subscribed and engaged when they receive email from you.
Double opt-in lists are also far more likely to overcome spam filters.
Your job as the designer is to optimize the newsletter subscribe process so that those who
fill out the newsletter form and pass through the first opt-in, actually go ahead and complete that second opt-in to confirm their subscription to your list.
The way you can do that is by giving the user immediate feedback as soon as they click
that first submit button. Give them a second call-to-action, this time in the form of clear instructions for what to do next.
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Here's the big newsletter opt-in area on the homepage of ThinkTraﬃc.net:

And here's what the visitor sees immediately after clicking that green "Let's Do It" button:
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I call this the "almost finished" page. This page makes the following things abundantly
clear to the visitor:
• They have not completed their subscription yet
• They must stop what they're doing and take one more action
• Here are specific instructions for completing their subscription
Notice the big bold headline, "Just one more step…". What this does, along with the copy
below it, is it ensures everybody follows through. It leaves no room for visitors to mistakenly think they've already completed their subscription when they clicked that green button on the previous page. And it keeps visitors "on task" leaving no distractions that might
pull their attention away from stopping what they're doing, opening their email inbox, and
confirming their subscription.
Converting single opt-ins to double opt-ins is really just a matter of process. While the previous steps toward conversion were very much value-driven, here it's about making it painfully obvious to the user where they must go next and what they must do. The key to
achieving the double opt-in conversion is to eliminate confusion and distraction from the
process.

Newsletter subscriber to opened email
So your content resonated with your visitor enough to make it onto your newsletter list.
That in and of itself doesn't help your business. Your subscribers must actually open the
emails you send them if they're going to receive any value from you.
Email open rates have everything to do with the subject line. The subject line must be:
Relevant
Remember why your subscribers joined you in the first place. The content you send them
should be consistent in terms of topic and value you oﬀer.
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Short
Most email clients don't leave a very wide space for the subject line. And if your subscriber is reading on their mobile device, that space is even shorter. Whatever doesn't fit
get's cut out of view. So your subject line should get right to the point in under 7 words or
so.
Intriguing
A common misconception about email newsletter subject lines is they're supposed to summarize or provide an overview of the content found within the newsletter.
A better way to think about subject lines is they serve one purpose and one purpose only:
To get your subscriber to open the email. In order to do that, it must pique their interest.
There must some element of intrigue, making the subscriber curious enough to want to uncover what's inside.
Here are three recent email newsletters I received that I was excited about opening:

Here are three email newsletters that I definitely did not open. In fact, I'm not even sure
why I'm subscribed to these (I don't remember double opting into them):

Keep your email subject lines relevant, short, and intriguing, and you'll have an easier time
moving your audience through this key conversion point, opening your emails.
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Opened Email to Read Email
Just because a subscriber opened your email, doesn't mean they'll keep it open long
enough to read and take action on it.
Remember, everybody wants to get to Inbox(0) as fast as they can. To get there, we are
ruthless about which messages deserve our time and attention. It's your job to make sure
every one of your email newsletters makes the cut.
In the same way you must grab and hold the attention of a new visitor who hits your website for the first time, an email must grab and keep your reader's attention in order to keep
them from deleting it or moving onto the next message in their inbox.
That doesn't necessarily mean start your emails with big bold headlines or images. But
that first sentence sentence or two should hook the reader in, maintaining the interest level
that you established when they decided to open your email because of your promising subject line.
Some email newsletters keep it short, others go long. Either approach can be eﬀective,
just as long as you're providing real value, on a consistent basis, and keep your subscriber
engaged every step of the way.

Return Visitor to Potential Buyer
Most customers don't purchase your product on their very first visit. They usually return to
your website several times before they're ready to buy from you. Perhaps they've subscribed to your newsletter and clicked through your email call to action links. Or they follow you on Twitter or subscribe to your RSS feed because they find value in the content
you publish.
Your goal up until this point was to make a good first impression and over time build trust
and credibility with your audience. Now your goal is to facilitate their conversion from a
casual audience member consuming your content, to someone preparing to buy and become a paying customer.
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By now, your company's value proposition, credibility, quality, and trust should all meet the
threshold of "buy-worthy" in your customer's mind. At this stage, it's less about convincing and more about confirming and facilitating your customer's decision to purchase.
That means making your pricing information easy to find and perfectly clear-cut. It should
be easy for your customer to choose between your diﬀerent products or pricing tiers. Your
purchase or signup form should be easy to access and free of friction. We’ll dive deeper
into how to optimize your pricing and signup pages in Chapter 11.

Signup Form to Successful Submission
Your customer has given you the "green light". They're ready to move forward and sign up.
But this doesn't guarantee they'll make it to the promised land (successful paying customer).
They must make it through your signup form quickly and easily without changing their
mind or running into technical hurdles.
Your goal is to make your signup form as friction-free as possible. That means making
each and every form field clearly labeled, and communicating expectations appropriately.
Your customer should never ask themselves "what exactly will happen after I click this signup button at the end of the form?"
It also means that technical hurdles should be taken completely out of the picture. Form
validation issues could be a major roadblock to customers successfully completing your
form. In many cases, you can help your customer validate their form entries as they type
them, before they submit the form and reload the page.
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On the signup form I designed for Restaurant Engine, the user sees helpful feedback as
soon as they enter an invalid entry. If they don't enter a valid email address, it will tell them
that. If the field doesn't allow spaces, it will say "no spaces".

Free Trial to Paying Customer
If you're marketing a SaaS (software as a service) product, typically there is a free trial period (or a free version of the product) and paid version. Obviously, a key conversion point
for your business is turning free trial users into paying customers.
This most often comes back to the inherent value your product delivers for your customer.
The free product must provide enough value for the customer to want to continue using it.
But at the same time, they must see that the paid version of product delivers the value that
they truly need (and are willing to pay for).
From a design standpoint, you can facilitate this conversion in a few ways.
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First, make it abundantly clear from the start what the diﬀerence is between the free version and the paid version. Set this expectation before your customer even begins the free
trial. When a customer makes the decision to fill out your signup form and proceed with a
free trial, they should already be fully aware that ultimately to get what they want from your
product, they'll have to pay X amount. This should be communicated clearly on your pricing and/or signup page.
I'm not so much a fan the approach that some products take, which is to reveal their pricing information only after the customer has signed up for a free trial or filled out a lead capture form. This results in lots of unqualified users who may never buy the product simply
because the cost is too high for their budget and value they see for the solution you oﬀer.
Another technique to encourage trialing users to become paying customers has to do with
the design of your product itself. If it's an app, where some features are only available to
paying customers, make those features visible and available to click on by free users as
well. When a free user clicks that feature, present a message saying that feature is available once they upgrade their account.

Paying Customer to Repeat Customer
So your customer successfully completed their first transaction with you. That's a huge
win! The next conversion you want to achieve is turning this from a one-time purchase into
a repeat purchase. Or, in the case of a subscription product, you want this customer to remain subscribed for a long period of time.
How do you get there? Once again, it's your job to continuously provide real value to your
customer, both through your product itself as well as in your marketing eﬀort (yes, your
marketing eﬀort doesn't stop once they made their first purchase).
You can continue to provide educational and helpful resources through your blog and
email relationship with your customer.
Your customer support systems should also reflect your personality and commitment to
providing value.
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Repeat Customer to Product Evangelist
What's better than a customer who buys from you again and again? A customer who buys
from you and then raves about your product to all of their friends and followers!
This is the thing that will lead to the tipping point when your product goes from early traction to widespread adoption. You learned in the last chapter how powerful social proof is
when it comes to a customer's buying decision. When social proof is on display not only in
testimonials shown on your own site, but in the Tweets and Facebook updates of your customers, raving reviews on other blogs, and in conversations at conferences and meetups,
you've reached that sweet spot that most business owners dream of.
All of the key conversions are what lead up to this point. A commitment to value, quality,
and setting and exceeding customer's expectations in every experience they have with
your company are the ingredients for success.
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5
Site Map & Navigation
We've covered the groundwork topics like knowing your product's value proposition, understanding why people buy, and defining our customer's conversion path. Now it's time
to get into the nitty gritty of producing your startup's website.
The production process usually begins with developing a site map and navigational structure. This is your blueprint for how your pages will be built out and interconnected across
your site.
Your site map is a diagram, which represents all of the pages that make up your website,
and conveys their navigational hierarchy. Here's a sample Site Map diagram that I created,
using Balsamiq (my tool of choice for creating site maps and wireframes). I use this as a
template to build upon when creating a site map for a new website:
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As you can see, this site map is quite complex. But not every marketing site needs to be.
As you'll learn later in this chapter, your site can consist of many pages or even be as simple as just one landing page.
I don't try to mark up each and every link between each and every page (that would take
way too long and result in criss-crossing lines everywhere!). My goal in creating a site map
is to map out my "big picture" thinking as it relates to hierarchy and importance of various
pages, and the key connections between them.

Why create a site map?
It's easy to skip right past this step and dive strait into page wireframes, Photoshop mockups, or even start coding. But I highly recommend you hold your horses and think through
your site map and navigational strategy first.
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First, with a well-defined site map, you'll have a clear roadmap for the development of
your website. You'll know which pieces will go where and you'll have this plan in place
ahead of time. Without this foresight, it's easy to fall into the trap of trying to cram too
many points on one page, or rolling out your message in the wrong sequence.
Every page and section of your site will have it's purpose, and when you make these strategic decisions in regards to your content early in the process, it will be easier to put all of
the pieces together later.
Another benefit of creating a site map is it helps you to separate the "mission critical"
pages from the rest. I consider "mission critical" pages to be the ones that fall directly in
the path your visitor takes as they move closer to converting to a paying customer. Pages
like your home page, product tour, pricing page, and signup page would be considered
"mission critical" pages. Then there are usually other pages that may be necessary, but
wouldn't be considered "mission critical". Those include pages like your "About " page,
team bios, job openings, terms and conditions, and so on. Your site map helps to diﬀerentiate and prioritize these pages in regards to your navigation.
Your site map will also help to convey cross-site connections. Generally, we think of a website navigation as a top-down structure: A couple of top-level links, and a series of subpages that fall under each of those. But it's quite common to cross-link from one section
to another, and give visitors multiple ways to traverse your site.
For example, in your product tour, you might add a callout pointing to a relevant customer
case study, which highlights how the customer benefited from using this particular feature
you're describing in your tour. Cross-site connections like this can be planned accordingly
in your site map diagram.
One final reason why I recommend you take time to plan the site map is it allows to plan
for the future growth of your site. If your startup is very new, chances are there won't be
many pages — and that's OK! But down the road, you can probably expect some growth.
For example, your product may develop more features, you may begin serving a new customer group, your team may grow, and so on. It's a good idea to give some thought to
how your website can grow along with your company. Without this consideration, you
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might end up haphazardly tacking on additional pages in awkward places, or making your
navigation unnecessarily bloated as time goes on. Your site map will help you plan for the
future and help you avoid these aging issues that most websites face during their first few
years.

Navigation
As you build your site map, you'll begin to form the structure of your site's navigation. Your
navigation isn't simply a bullet list of pages to include in your website. It's important that
you consider their hierarchy, placement, accessibility, and most importantly, their meaning
to the visitor as they move throughout your site, inching closer towards becoming a paying
customer.
Let's look at a few diﬀerent types of navigations and how they fit within the context of your
customer's path to conversion:

Primary Navigation
Your primary navigation includes the set of pages that do most of the "selling" of your
product. Typically, these would include your home page, product tour, examples/case studies, pricing, and the signup (or purchase) page.
The key to an eﬀective primary navigation is to limit the number items it holds. Why? Because we don't want to overwhelm our visitor with too many choices. As you'll see in a moment, there are other navigational areas where it's ok to include more links. But your primary navigation is unique in that it's the very first decision point your visitor is faced with.
Your goal at this early stage of their visit is get them to proceed through your homepage
and go deeper into your site.
Let's look at a few examples of eﬀective primary navigations:
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Shopify isolates their most important navigational links at the top of their homepage:
• Features - Customers need to know what Shopify is capable of.
• Examples - Illustrate the product in action, while providing social proof.
• Pricing - You can't convert paying customers without selling them on the price.
• POS - (Point Of Sale) - I assume this is a key selling point that shopify learned
through speaking with their customers, so they decided to promote it to the primary
nav.
• Resources - An interesting dropdown pointing to other areas of value, like their community, themes store, and add-ons. This is a sign of an established, thriving company (not a brand new startup).
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Creative Market, an E-Commerce marketplace for digital design assets, uses their primary
navigation to link to their five main categories of products. These categories represent the
reasons people come to this website, so they've decided to promote these items as the
first navigational links the visitor sees on the page.

Supporting Navigation
Your supporting navigation makes up additional pages and sub-pages that still contribute
to the "selling" process, but don't quite make the cut (in terms of importance) when deciding what to include in your primary navigation.
A supporting navigation might include a multi-page tour section, with each page detailing
a specific feature or set of features. Or it might include sub-categories of products under
the top-level category. Case studies or a client showcase might fall into a support navigation.
The point of having a supporting navigation is that it is part of a larger hierarchy. Gone are
the days of listing all pages on your website across the very top, with lots of dropdowns
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and slide-out menus linking to all corners of your website. Break up your site's navigational structure so that your visitor isn't presented with too many choices all at once. Limit
your primary navigation to just a few, then unroll supporting navigations as your customer
explores and digs deeper into your site.

On the Shopify site, once we click "Features" from the primary navigation, the support
navigation reveals itself, showing eight more links to navigate the product tour pages.
This is a great example of breaking down the visitor's decision points one step at a time.
First, their interest is captured on the homepage and they comfortably explore a bit deeper
by clicking "Features". Now that they've settled into the product tour, they're ready decide
which specific feature they're interested in learning more about.
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Secondary Navigation
Separate from your primary and supporting navigations is your secondary navigation. This
would include links to pages that are not directly responsible for "selling" your product,
but are important and necessary in their own right.
Examples of pages typically included in a secondary navigation might include:
• About the company / Team Bios
• Location (if you have a physical location)
• FAQ
• Customer Support / Documentation
• Contact
• Blog
• Legal stuﬀ (terms, privacy policy, yadda yadda)
• Aﬃliate program
• Social media profiles
• News / Press
Your secondary navigation might be further broken down by levels of importance. For example, it's not uncommon to link to the contact page and social media profiles from the
top-corner of your website, and link to the rest down in the footer.
It's also OK (and often a good idea) to duplicate links to certain pages. For example, you
might decide that your blog is a central component to your company. You can include a
link to your blog in your primary navigation or somewhere of higher prominence, and also
link to it from your footer along with the rest of your pages.
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If your site has many diﬀerent pages, particularly if you're not a brand new company and
you've evolved and grown over time, it would be a good idea to categorize and label your
secondary navigations. For example, In the footer of the Shopify website, they break down
their secondary navigations into the following sections:
• Overview - Mostly links to key feature tour pages
• Resources - Links to customer support and documentation pages
• Shopify - Company-related pages, such as their about page, careers, press, and
pages for diﬀerent countries.
• Contact us - Self explanatory
• Social - All of their social profiles with icons.
In addition, you'll find small links to their legal pages and sitemap at the very bottom of the
footer. They deemed these pages to be less important (but necessary) than all the others,
so they demoted them and keeps the out of the way of the visitor's experience.
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If your site has fewer pages, which is typically the case in the early days of a startup, you
might opt for a simpler list of secondary navigation links, as seen in the footer of the Creative Market website.

Targeted (Hidden) Landing Pages
There's one more type of page that you might consider including in your site map, and
that is targeted landing pages. These are often hidden in the sense that there are no links
pointing to these pages from the homepage or anywhere else on the site.
Traﬃc is driven directly to these pages through paid advertising campaigns, social media
promotion, and other methods. These pages often serve as the first entry-point for a visitor, where they get a first taste of something you oﬀer.
The goal of a targeted landing page is most often to obtain the contact information of prospective customers (leads). But you can't just put up a page and ask strangers to give up
their email address and/or phone number. You have to give them an incentive.
You might use targeted landing pages to distribute a free eBook, or sign users up to receive a free email course (setup as an autoresponder sequence). Your landing page might
promote an upcoming live webinar or seminar, where visitors can sign up to receive their
spot for the event.
In most cases, these targeted landing pages are made up of two key components:
• A compelling and valuable, and free "gift" or resource (eBook, course, webinar, etc.)
• A short form where a visitor must enter their contact info (often just their name and
email address) to receive the free gift.
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Of course, you'll need to spend time crafting a compelling message, and eﬀective layout
to fully communicate the benefits of the resource you're giving away. Remember, it's not
totally free, since you're asking the visitor to submit their contact info. So the oﬀer, message, and design of this page must be compelling. You'll learn more about eﬀective messaging and layout techniques in the chapters ahead.
One more note about targeted landing pages: Not only are there few, if any links, pointing
to this page from the main website, there are often no outgoing links from this landing
page back to the main site either. Why? Your sole goal is to get people to enter their contact info and sign up to receive your gift. Any other navigational links, callouts, or buttons,
may distract from that goal and result in traﬃc "leaking" away from this page.
Here are two examples of eﬀective, targeted landing page designs:
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Startup Weekend uses a landing page to promote their weekend events. Their free resource that they're giving away is a 54 hour course about company creation.
As you can see, the page includes content about Startup weekend, and the opt-in form to
obtain the free course. There are no other navigational elements on the page.
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Even globally recognized brands use targeted landing pages to grow their business. UPS
uses one to promote a webcast about logistics and exporting, featuring well-known talks
from industry experts.
The content of this page is very compelling, especially with the addition of a video to help
communicate their message. You'll also notice that each speaker is accompanied by a
"MORE" button. This button isn't actually pointing away from this page. Clicking it,
launches a modal winder (a virtual popup window) showing the full bio. This eﬀectively
keeps visitors on this page, so that they aren't distracted from the goal of signing up to
learn about the webcast.

Single vs. Multi-Page Navigation
All of this talk about primary, supporting and secondary navigations may give the impression that I'm advocating for large sites with many pages and sections. That is not the case
at all.
Whether you choose to have a 100+ page behemoth like an E-Commerce store with many
products and categories, a ~10 page site to sell customers on your SaaS product, or a single landing page to sell a simple product like an eBook, this decision entirely comes down
to the type of product you're selling and the most eﬀective way to communicate it's value.
A single page site that relies heavily on scrolling can be eﬀective when selling a simple
product without many diﬀerent features. It's also a good fit when you're communicating to
one type of customer.
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On the other hand, a company like FreshBooks requires more pages and navigations in order to tell the whole story of their value proposition. FreshBooks is a feature-heavy application, so it would be nearly impossible to roll out all of their benefits in a single landing
page. Plus, they speak to multiple audiences: Small business owners and accountants.
That's another reason they require a multi-page site.
But, as you can see when you click to their Tour page, here they do make use a single,
scrolling page with navigational anchor links fixed across the top. This is a great example
of a hybrid approach: They make use a single scrolling page to communicate one key
area, the product tour, while maintaining a more traditional multi-page navigational structure to accommodate the rest of their content needs.
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SEO Considerations
As you craft the sitemap for your marketing site, it's a good idea to take into account how
it will be treated by search engines.
The key aspect of SEO as it relates to how you craft your sitemap is this: Ideally, every
keyword/phrase you're trying to rank highly for should have it's own page, made up of content that is highly relevant to people searching for that term.
So if your business is aiming to rank for several keywords or phrases that are dramatically
diﬀerent from one another, then it might be a good idea to break out your site into a multipage model so that you can optimize individual pages for specific keywords.
But if you have a highly focused product, with only one target customer who may be
searching for just a handful of key terms, all of which are somewhat similar, then a single
page site, or one with just a few pages, should be perfectly fine.
That being said, don't let SEO considerations overtake your site's ability to convert visitors
to paying customers. If a single-page landing page is more eﬀective at communicating
your product's value, then go with that. There is no need to break out into many diﬀerent
pages just to satisfy search engines (and if those pages are thin on content, then this strategy won't be very eﬀective anyway).
If you're designing a site for a brand new startup, then I'd actually recommend that you
don't place too much importance on SEO considerations right out of the gate. Your focus
at this early stage should be about how you can best communicate your value proposition
and convert paying customers.
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6
Wireframes
When you're tasked with writing a book, or a long essay or article, it wouldn't be wise to
jump directly into writing your first sentence and first few paragraphs. You may get some
ideas down, but you'll hit writer's block sooner or later. More experienced writers draft an
outline before they begin writing the actual piece. The outline is a list of topics, sub-topics,
and specific points the writer wants to make over the course of this piece. Once this outline is in place, writing becomes infinitely easier and more eﬃcient. All of the high-impact
creative decisions, like deciding which topics to write about, have already been made.
Now it's just a matter of filling in the gaps and fleshing out the paragraphs.
Your wireframe for your web page is just like the outline of a book. It's your roadmap and
guide as your design process gets underway. But I see it as more than just some rough
sketches or half-formed ideas.
The wireframe phase is, in my opinion, the most important step in the production of your
marketing website. I spend more time and creative eﬀort during the wireframe stage than
any other step in the production process.
It is during the wireframing process that I make the high-impact creative decisions. By
"high-impact creative decisions", I mean the things that will determine how clearly and effectively the product's value is communicated through this website.
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These high-impact creative decisions include:
• Layout of elements: Deciding the sequence in which the visitor will digest all of the
content.
• Copywriting: Crafting the way in which the message is delivered and understood.
• Visual Hierarchy: Guiding the visitor's eye through the page gracefully.
Those are the things that have the most impact on the performance of your design. Of
course, there are many other factors, such as color, typography, textures, imagery, and so
on. But those can be implemented later, once you're mocking up the page in Photoshop
or coding it in the browser.
Here is the wireframe I created for the pre-launch landing page for this book:
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The tool I use for creating wireframes is Balsamiq. I like it because it is designed for this
purpose: To create wireframes quickly and easily. What I like most about Balsamiq is how
it allows me to get into granular details like picking font sizes, adding touches of color, or
even picking specific icons. But it is also limiting in all the right places. You can only use
one font (comic sans). I think that by forcing you to use a font that you'd probably never
use in a finished design is a great way to keep your mind focused on the task at hand:
Your message (the words) and the volume of each statement (relative font size, weight,
etc.)
The approach I recommend for your wireframes will also make you a more eﬃcient designer. By making a lot of the time-consuming creative decisions early in the process, like
copywriting and layout of elements, you'll be able to spend less time looking at a blank
canvas in Photoshop. At that point, all you'll need to think about are cosmetics and finishing touches.

Copywriting in the wireframe
Most design teams I know tend to separate the copywriting process from the design process. Typically, the designer will wireframe and mockup the page using placeholder copy
like Lorem Ipsum (a commonly used tool for designers to display large blocks of dummy
text). Later, the copywriting team will swap in real copy into those areas of text that the designer had laid out. Alternatively, marketers tend to write the copy first, in a text document.
Then ask a designer to "make it look pretty".
But if you create the design first, using Lorem Ipsum placeholder text, and tackle the copy
later, then your page will place too much emphasis on visual layout, while the accents, nuances, and sequence of your copy are an afterthought, which may not align with the visual
flow of the page.
And if you write your copy first, then design the page around it, you may find certain areas
become too long or are too thin on content, throwing the visual layout of the page oﬀ balance. This could degrade the clarity of your message because the visual rhythm and balance of the page isn't totally aligned with the pre-written copy.
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I recommend a diﬀerent approach: Write and craft your copy while you craft your wireframe. The reason I do it this way and recommend that you do too is this: Your visitors will
perceive your message in two ways: They will read the words you write and they will digest the message visually. Both have a significant impact on how clearly your message
gets across.
By writing your copy directly in the wireframe, you're able to simultaneously make creative
decisions about your message. You can write your headline and body copy, while deciding
how much screen real estate each section of your message should occupy. As you craft
the visual hierarchy of your page — deciding which elements are presented in which sequence, and where — you can make sure the words you write are working hand-in-hand
with that order and layout.
Yes, this approach will require you to spend much more time in Balsamiq or whichever tool
you use, but it's well worth the eﬀort. In fact, this is why the wireframing stage is my favorite step in the design process.

Wireframes & Visual Hierarchy
A lot of your creative energy will be put towards writing the copy. But there's a reason
we're doing this in the wireframe rather than in a text document. We also want to focus on
layout.
Layout is not simply placing various elements in random locations throughout the page
haphazardly. It's about creating a visual hierarchy. We'll dive deeper into what it means to
craft a strong visual hierarchy in chapter 7. But right now, let's look at a few things we
want to pay attention to here in the wireframe stage to help build out our layout and visual
hierarchy.

Font Size
Although we're not yet concerned with which font face we'll be using, we are concerned
with font size. Specifically, the relative font size between your headlines, sub-headlines,
and paragraphs. Diﬀerentiating these sizes in a meaningful way will help you assign priority and importance in all the right places.
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Color
Most of us tend to think of wireframes as being made up of black and white outlines. And
for the most part, they are. But I like to add some color to my wireframes. I'm not choosing
the exact colors that will be used in the final version of the page. But I am specifying which
areas have a dark background, which areas have a light background, which elements are
"active" (clickable), and which pieces of text will pop out (high contrast) or sit back (low
contrast). Coloring in some key elements helps me make these types of decisions during
the wireframe stage.

Space
Use of space, or the proximity of one element from another, is a powerful way to control
the level of attention that an element receives. Your wireframe allows you to make key decisions in regards to where each element is placed relative to the ones around it.

Avoiding "Blank Canvas Syndrome"
You know that frustrating feeling when you're just beginning a new design, and you're staring at a blank canvas? You feel unsure of how to get the elements onto the page and work
together in a cohesive design. I certainly know that feeling. I used to spend hours, sometimes entire days, staring at a blank canvas in Photoshop, trying out ideas only to trash
them and start over. Again and again. It's not fun (and not productive).
Once I started focusing most of my time and eﬀort in the wireframe stage, I began to
break free of this "Blank Canvas Syndrome". That's because the wireframe stage allows
me to move quickly and focus only on the high-impact decisions that account for most of
the success of the page.
By isolating a lot of the creative decisions at the front of the process, during the wireframe
stage, I'm able to progress through the Photoshop mockup and coding stages at a much
faster rate because most of the critical, strategic decisions have already been made. Once
I fire up Photoshop, all I need to worry about are cosmetics: Color, textures, font choices,
and graphics.
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7
Structure & Layout
The structure and layout of the pages on your site play a very important role in your customer's experience. It's your page structure that will determine how easily your customer
can digest your message and make their decision to take action.
Think about a time when you were having a conversation with a friend, and your goal was
to explain a new concept to them. For example, let's say a friend told you he knows nothing about the game of Football (American Football), and he wants you to tell him how it
works. Here's how you might explain it:
"Well, it all starts with the ball. Each team's goal is move the ball further down the
field."
"Each team gets four chances, which are called 'Downs', to move the ball forward.
But if they move the ball 10 yards further than where it started, then they get a new set
of 4 'Downs'. If they fail, then the ball is turned over to the other team."
"If a team manages to move the ball all the way to the end of the field, into the 'End
Zone', then that's called a 'Touch Down', and it's worth 7 points."
"But if they don't quite make it all the way, then they can try to kick the ball through
the uprights in hopes of scoring a 'Field Goal', which is worth 3 points."
Your friend now has a much better understanding of the game of Football than they did before. Why? Because you were able to explain it to him, by taking them step-by-step, one
concept after another, starting with the big picture, then drilling down into the details.
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What if you had just spewed facts about the game of Football haphazardly without any
thought as to the order in which you said them? What if the first thing your friend heard
you say was "If you move the ball 10 yards, then you get a 1st down." He would be puzzled. He doesn't understand why a team would want to move the ball forward. He doesn't
even know what "down" is! So he'd probably just conclude that Football is too complicated and he'd lose interest.
On the web, you don't have the luxury of meeting every first-time visitor in person and explaining your product to them, making sure they understand. Your website must do that
job for you.
So it is important that your website tells the story of your product by unveiling it one aspect at a time, starting with the parts that resonate most. Your goal is to keep your visitor
"hooked" and compel them to stick around long enough to unpack your message, one
layer at a time.

Visual Hierarchy
By creating a clear visual hierarchy in your page, you can dictate the sequence in which
your visitor will read and process each section and each chunk of information.
Remember, you don't want to spew random pieces of your message haphazardly. Your visual hierarchy will help your visitor make sense of it all and consume your message in the
proper order. Use visual hierarchy to communicate how important each element is in relation to the next.
How do you actually dictate that one element is more or less important than another? By
giving it more or less visual "weight". Elements with more visual "weight" will attract the
visitor's eye first. The human eye can only point at one target at any given moment. It will
naturally prioritize and focus on items that stand out from their surroundings.
There are a number of tools you can use to assign more or less visual weight to an element. Let's walk through them:
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Size
Your visitor's eye is naturally drawn towards an object or text that is significantly larger
than it's surrounding elements. The key to using size eﬀectively in your designs is to understand that it's all relative.
If you make all of the items on your page extremely large, then this has no eﬀect. They're
all competing for your visitor's attention. But if you select one element and boost it's size
in relation to the elements immediately next to it, then you've successfully made that element jump forward and demand attention. You might even try decreasing the size of it's
surrounding elements to enhance the eﬀect even more.
Let's look at the homepage for the to-do list app, Flow. What if all of the text on this page
were more or less the same size? Let's see how that might look:
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Yikes! This is ugly. Letters are jumbled together. Sentences are overlapping one another.
It's a mess.
Most importantly, the visitor has no idea which piece to look at first because they're all
competing for attention. By making all of the text larger, the eﬀect is diminished because
there is no diﬀerentiation.
Now let's look at the actual version of the Flow homepage, with font size assigned properly:
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Much better. Every piece fits nicely in it's place. The visitor feels comfortable as their eyes
move swiftly through the page, digesting each piece one at a time in a sequence that
makes sense.
The first thing that jumps out is the top headline: "Built For Big Ideas.". After that, we're
drawn into the big image of the computer and smartphone. Then we move on to read the
sub-headline and process the three bullet-points on the left. Those draw us in deeper so
we read the smaller paragraphs underneath each.
Each of these items serves a purpose in the overall story. That story makes sense because
the designer used Size to define the order in which they want the visitor to digest each
piece of the story.
Here's a list of the key text elements seen on this page, along with their font size:
1.

Top Headline (Grabs and keeps our attention)... font-size: 50px;

2.

Sub Headline (More descriptive, but keeps us wanting more)... font-size: 25px;

3.

Bullet Point Headline (Key feature/benefit)... font-size: 17px;

4.

Bullet Point Description (Adds clarity)... font-size: 14px;

Notice how the top-most important element is larger than the next most important element, which is larger than the next. This is how the sequence is dictated.
But did you also notice how that diﬀerentiation in size is far more dramatic in the first and
second items than it is further down in the hierarchy? The first headline is double the size
of the sub-headline just below it. That's an eﬀective way to command your visitor's attention the moment they hit your site for the first time. Subsequent elements can be diﬀerentiated to a lesser extent as the visitor becomes more and more engaged with your page.
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To illustrate this point, I have graphed those four elements and their font size:

Color
You can use color in a variety of ways to assign more or less visual weight to an element.
Elements with a higher contrast will draw more attention than elements that blend in with
their surroundings.
This can be an eﬀective tool for making headlines and sub-headlines "pop" oﬀ the page.
The Tour page for Trello does a great job of using color to diﬀerentiate all of the headlines
from their supporting descriptions.
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The top headline uses a bold blue color on a white background. This high level of contrast
(along with it's dramatic size diﬀerence) makes it stand out as the first thing that draws the
visitor's attention.
Notice the sub-headline text has a light gray color. This has a much lower contrast, which
serves to push this headline into the background, while boosting the eﬀect of the highcontrast top headline even more.
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Further down the page, where the visitor must process more content, color is used eﬀectively to break it all down into chunks of information that are easier to digest.
The headlines use the bold blue color, which makes it easy for the visitor to skim through
the page and take in these bullet points. The description text below them uses a light gray
color, which helps to put things in the proper order of visual hierarchy.
Text isn't the only type of element that can benefit from the use of color and contrast. See
how Buﬀer uses color on their blog:
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One of the primary goals of Buﬀer's blog is to increase their email newsletter subscribers.
So they've placed a high level of visual weight on their newsletter callout by giving it a
high-contrast background color. It's made up of a dark gray (almost black) box set on a
white background, along with a bold green bubble to give it extra attention.
Almost everything else on the page is gray on a white background, which makes the newsletter callout stand out even more.
Color can also be a very eﬀective tool for drawing attention to your primary call-to-action
buttons. See how I did that when I designed the site for SweetProcess, a tool for documenting procedures:
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The buttons use a bright yellow gradient. Not only does this make for a high-contrast
when they're set on the dark blue background, but it's also the only element on the page
that uses this yellow color.
That draws extra attention to the buttons, since their unique color makes the visitor stop
and look. It also adds some familiarity as all call-to-action buttons consistently use that
same yellow color. When a visitor is ready to take that next step and sign up, they'll know
exactly what to look for.
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Space
Space is another tool in your arsenal for creating an eﬀective visual hierarchy. An element
that is on it's own, separate from the "pack", dominating a significant portion of screen
real estate will command more attention.
In other words, by removing surrounding elements and creating more "white space", also
known as "negative space", around an element, we're communicating that this piece of
our message is particularly important.
Let's look at a few examples:
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Midway down the long Tour page on the Trello website, we see a section titled "Card
Tricks". This section of the page has significantly more open space than the sections
above and below it. They decided to devote an entire area of the page to this one aspect
of Trello, the card. There are no other features or aspects of Trello in view here. Our focus
is completely fixed on this concept of the card, a core feature of the Trello app.
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The Mailchimp homepage also makes use of space to draw attention to the headline. Notice how the headline and the space around it takes up almost the entire top third of the
page. The size of the headline text isn't particularly huge, but the space around it draws
our eyes in and demands our attention before anything else on the page.

The Squint Test
Here's a trick you can use to evaluate the visual hierarchy of your page (or any web page
for that matter).
Squint your eyes so that your vision is blurred. Now look at your page. You should be able
to make out the words of just a few key headlines and a large image or two. These are the
elements that make up the top of your visual hierarchy — the most important parts of your
message. Your visitor's eye will be drawn towards these elements first.
The rest should become illegible, and fade into the background. Things like body text,
small headlines, thumbnail images, etc. These shouldn't be visible when squinting your
eyes.
Your goal in the squint test is to perceive the page as if you were a first-time visitor quickly
skimming through the page. This first-time visitor is probably skimming so fast that they
can only catch a few key headlines. Do those provide enough of a base-line understanding
of the value of your product? If so, they should be compelled to slow down and stick
around a while. If those headlines aren't compelling, or out of sequence, or too vague,
then your visitor will probably miss the point about your product and leave.
Here is what the homepage for FreshBooks looks like when we squint our eyes:
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The only elements we're able to read and perceive are:
• Top headline: "Say Hello to Cloud Accounting"
• Image of computer and mobile devices
• Small headline: "Easy to Use"
• Small headline: "Work Anywhere"
• Small headline: "Save Time Billing"
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A first time visitor to the FreshBooks homepage doesn't have to spend more than a few
seconds before getting a pretty good understanding of what FreshBooks is and why it's
valuable. Right oﬀ the bat, here's what they know:
• It's for accounting (they may have guessed that already by name, FreshBooks or it's
reputation)
• It's cloud software (nothing to download)
• They can use it anywhere they go, even on a mobile device
• It's easy to use
• It can save them time when it comes to billing
For their target customer, a small business owner searching for an accounting solution,
that should be enough to get them to stick around and dig into the rest of the site. This
Squint test has passed with flying colors.

Break Your Message Into Sections
Now that you know how to use visual hierarchy to define visual weight across your page,
we come back to the message you're trying to get across.
Remember, sequence is everything. You don't want to haphazardly throw random facts at
your visitor, leaving it up to them to put the pieces together in the right order. You want to
be strategic about which parts of your message you communicate first, second, third, and
so on.

The Long-form Sales Letter
Long-form sales letters go back decades in the world of marketing. They used to be sent
via postal mail, and later started appearing in newspapers and magazines (and still do today).
A long-form sales letter (or print ad) would tell a long, in-depth story, that takes the reader
step-by-step through a journey deeper and deeper into the product's value proposition. Fi83

nally, when they've reached the end of this multi-paragraph endeavor, they are so convinced and compelled that they pick up the phone and place their order right away.
Here's a long-form print advertisement, written by the legendary copywriter, Joseph Sugarman:
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Long-form sales letters were (and still are) very eﬀective. So when the Internet came along,
it was no surprise that marketers brought this long-form sales method to the web.
Everybody's seen them... Those really long, spammy-looking single page sites that make
you think of an infomercial sales pitch as you read through them. White background, big
bold black or red headlines, yellow highlighter applied to the part that says "Just 3 payments at the low low price of just $697". You know the ones.
The fact is, those pages tend to convert really well. But I'm not going to tell you your site
should look anything like those spammy old-school marketing pages. Despite their proven
track record for conversions, I believe that comes at a cost. They do nothing to help your
brand. And an unattractive site like that doesn't compel customers to talk about and recommend your product to friends (in fact, most customers probably don't want to admit
they actually bought something from a site like that!).
But we can apply some of the same techniques in our page layouts, while maintaining a
high level of quality, integrity, and providing customers with a comfortable and compelling
experience.
The goal of the long-form sales letter is to create a "water slide" eﬀect. That is, the purpose of the top headline is to get you to read the second headline. The purpose of the second headline is to get you to read the first paragraph. That first paragraph hooks you in so
you want to keep reading, until before you know it, you're all the way at the end, convinced and ready to take action.
You can do the same thing in the design of your home page and landing pages. Use a
bold, compelling headline that grabs the visitor's attention and gets them to stick around
for a moment. Then unveil benefits about your product, one by one, starting with short,
easily digestible chunks, then getting more and more detailed as the visitor progresses
down your page and through your site.
Let's look at a couple of examples:
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The homepage for Folyo (folyo.me) takes a modernized approach to the long-form sales
letter. The image I included here only capture part of the homepage. It's best if you view it
in a browser to see the whole thing.
The first thing you see is a bold screen, with tons of white space, focused solely on the
headline and sub-headline. The call-to-action at this stage is to scroll down.
Then the page progresses through a series of sections, strategically sequenced to roll out
the concept of folyo, one step at a time.
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The homepage that I designed for SweetProcess (http://sweetprocess.com) takes a somewhat similar approach, by unrolling the message through a series of sections in a long
scrollable page. Again, to get the full picture, it's best to visit the site in the browser.
I rolled out the message using the following sequence of sections:
1.

Big headline & video (captures attention, states the problem, keeps visitors on

the page)
2.

Social proof (establish credibility up-front, making visitors want to learn more)

3.

What is it (a brief section describing the solution SweetProcess oﬀers)

4.

Product tour (a selection of a few key features, communicated as benefits)

5.

Why Systemize (making a case for why this problem/solution matters, more so-

cial proof)
6.

Price plans & call to action

7.

Questions & money-back guarantee (reduce friction, address common objec-

tions)

AIDA
There is a formula for crafting an eﬀective long-form sales message that dates back many
decades. That formula is known as AIDA:
Attention - Get them to stay and read on.
The very top of your page is intended to capture the visitor's attention. This is usually done
by writing a compelling headline, including a video or a big bold image, etc. Your visitor
won't stay on your site for long if you don't capture their attention from the very start.
Interest - Inform and educate about the product, raising your visitor's interest.
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This is done somewhere in the middle of your page. You can highlight the most desirable
features found in your product. But be careful not to get too technical. It's best to focus on
the benefits those features bring (more on this later).
Desire - Convince customers that they really want and need your product.
Here is where you might roll out social proof elements, like testimonials, press logos, client
logos, etc.
Action - Your call-to-action, asking the visitor to take that next step (purchasing, subscribing, etc.)
While not every page design needs to adhere strictly to this formula, it does provide an effective rule of thumb as you go work through crafting and sequencing the sections that
make up your marketing page.
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8
Directional Queues
Using visual hierarchy and sectioning your content will help to make sense of your overall
message. But how can you actually guide your visitor’s eye through the path you want
them to take?
That's where directional queues come in. Directional queues allow you to signal to the
user where you want their eye to go next. They're usually not so clear cut, but rather subtle nudges. Your visitor may not even realize that their path through your page is being influenced by your use of directional queues. That's ok. Your visitor wants to understand
and digest your message quickly and without friction. Your job is to craft your page to deliver that message in the most eﬀective way possible.
Let's look at a few directional queues you can use to help guide your visitor's eye through
your page:

F Pattern
Study after study has shown that users tend to scan the content of your page in an Fshaped pattern. Here are the results of an eye tracking study performed by Nielsen Norman Group (nngroup.com). They tested three diﬀerent types of pages: An "About Us"
page, a product page, and a search engine results page.
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They found that users start at the top of a page and scan from left to right. But they
quickly proceed vertically down the page, making shorter and shorter horizontal movements along the way.
How can you use this to your advantage? You don't necessarily have to make every page
you design form an F-shape. But now you're aware of user's natural tendencies, so you
can try to avoid working against that behavior.
For example, you may not want to place your first priority element (usually your headline)
on the top-right corner, and hope to direct your visitor's eye to your 2nd priority element in
the top-left corner. This sequence would work against user's natural F-pattern tendency.

People's Eyelines
It's common to use photos of people in your designs. This helps people connect and relate to the message you're putting across. Our eyes have a natural tendency to be attracted to people's faces, particularly smiling faces.
We will also naturally be influenced by where those people's eyes are pointing. Think
about a real life scenario. You're sitting in a crowded park, surrounded by people moving
and looking in all sorts of directions. Then all of a sudden you notice several of the people
around you all start looking in the same direction. You naturally become curious about
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what they're looking at, so you look in that direction too. Turns out, it was just a stray cat,
looking for food. Yet the attention of all of these people was influenced by the power of
other's eyelines.
You can use this in your designs by positioning photos of people so that their eyeline is
pointing in the direction of the call-to-action or the next most important element on your
page.

The girl in this landing page is looking directly at the call-to-action. There is no mistaking
what direction visitor's eyes are expected to go here.
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Eye line directional queues don't always have to come from humans. Why not a cartoon
gorilla? The mascot for the UX testing app, Silverback, has his furry eyes pointed in the direction of the purchase button.

Arrow Shapes
Sometimes your directional queues don't have to be so subtle. You can use arrow-shaped
elements to point in the direction you want your visitor to go.
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In my design for the Hotel Propeller homepage, I placed the logo in an arrow shaped banner hanging from the top and pointing to the call-to-action button. This helps to move the
visitor's eye across the page then down the right side.
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The landing page for the design toolset, Cascade (cascade.io) uses orange arrow shapes
pointing down the page. This helps to nudge visitors downward towards the final call-toaction at the bottom.

Linear Content
Remember, the goal is to present your message one bite-sized piece at a time. You don't
want to bombard your visitor with too much information all at once.
That's why it's usually a good idea to layout your page in a linear fashion. That means placing elements one by one in a clear and obvious path for your visitors to follow.
A multi-column layout, with a grid structure, might make it more diﬃcult for a user to pick
out the most important parts of the message.
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Apple typically uses a linear layout for all of their product pages. Large images, alongside
easily digestible chunks of text, placed one by one from top to bottom, make these pages
a breeze to scroll through and understand the message.

Call To Action
We've arrived! The call-to-action! This is where you ultimately want all of your visitors to
end up. And obviously, your goal is to get them to take action (click a button, fill out a
form, etc.).
There is a common misconception in the online marketing world that if you apply tried and
true styling to your call-to-action buttons, then they will convert like crazy! They say yellow
is the button color that works best, so you'd better use yellow every time! Add a circle
around that button color, because that's what the highest-converting pages have done.
Don't forget to slap two ugly arrows pointing at that button. That's been tested to "work"
too.
What do you end up with? Something like this (look familiar?):

Bleh.
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Sure, those studies about conversion rate optimization that led to these "breakthroughs"
in call-to-action button design might be based on real results. And your designs may or
may not actually perform incrementally better in the short-term when you take this tactical
approach. But it will come at the cost of giving a "spammy" appearance with a disjointed
design. That will degrade customer's sense of trust in your brand. This approach may attract some buyers, but it might also turn away the customers you're really going after.
The point I'm driving at is this: How well your call-to-action button performs doesn't depend so much on the design of your call-to-action button itself, but on everything that led
your visitor to it.
• Did you present a "no-brainer" value proposition?
• Did that message resonate with your target customer?
• Did you establish credibility using trust symbols and social proof?
• Did you structure your page so that it's easy to digest and proceed without friction?
These are the things that will ultimately have the greatest impact on how well your pages
and calls to action convert visitors to customers.
That being said, let's cover a few tips when it comes to designing your calls to action:

There should only be one CTA
Every page should lead to one primary call to action. While there can be a number of elements on the page that attract attention (in an orderly fashion, using visual hierarchy), only
one of those elements should ask the user to take a specific action, like clicking a button,
filling out a form, etc.
If you have too many diﬀerent calls to action, then they will not only compete for your visitor's attention, but it will make your visitor work harder to decide which action they want to
take (because they can only take one). That can be frustrating and confusing, which may
lead them to abandon your site altogether.
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So it's best to focus on leading to a single call-to-action per page. But that doesn't mean
you can't repeat that same call-to-action multiple times in one page. These days, as landing pages are becoming longer and relying more heavily on scrolling, it's common to see a
CTA near the top, perhaps one more near the middle, and a final instance of the CTA at the
bottom.
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In my pre-launch landing page for this book, I did just that. The top area displayed the first
call-to-action, then I placed another in the middle area, and a final CTA at the bottom.

Effective Labeling
There are two things you should aim for when labeling your call-to-actions:
• Be descriptive and set a clear expectation
• Reduce the natural friction that comes with taking action
You want to be descriptive so that your customer knows exactly what will happen as soon
as they click that button. You never want them to second-guess themselves.
For example, let's say you're trying to get visitors to subscribe to your email newsletter.
Rather than labeling your email signup button "Submit", you can try "Get My Newsletter".
That's a good start. It's more descriptive. But users are often wary of giving out their email
address. They're afraid they might be spammed or pushed toward buying something. So
you need to reduce that natural friction.
Let's modify that button label once more: "Get My Free Newsletter". By adding in the word
"Free", you're reminding your user that this costs them nothing. You're giving them something of value for free. This should be perceived as a "no-brainer" value proposition, making your visitor more likely take you up on the oﬀer.
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Brennan Dunn has a very eﬀective call-to-action to join his newsletter. He uses elements
of social proof ("over 6,000+ freelancers"), reduces friction by reinforcing the fact that it's
FREE, he uses a descriptive button label ("Join Now") and reinforces friction again by reminding visitors he won't spam them.

CTA Button Color
Your call-to-action should take one of the top-spots in your visual hierarchy. That means
you need to give it a healthy dose of visual weight in order to attract the visitor's attention.
Size and space will help. Your CTA button can be large and supported by plenty of space
so that it doesn't get crowded out of view.
But the color of your call-to-action is probably what will have the most impact here. Go for
a high-contrast color to make it really pop oﬀ the page. But you can take it further by using a unique button color that isn't seen anywhere else on the page. That will do two
things:
• It's unique color will draw attention simply because it's diﬀerent.
• If you have multiple CTA buttons throughout your site, it will make them more familiar
and easier for your visitor to find.
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Basecamp uses a green color for their sign-up buttons. While all of the other links throughout their site are blue, and some of the key headlines are highlighted with red, the only
time you'll ever see the color green is in their call-to-action signup buttons (and a hint of
green in their logo too).
They also do a great job of labeling a reducing friction by using the text, "Start your 60-day
free trial".
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9
Copywriting & Typography
It may seem strange to include a chapter about copywriting in a book about design. But
the fact is, writing great copy that resonates with your target audience is that one thing
that will take a mediocre marketing site to one that resonates and compels customers to
buy.
Your site can have an incredibly impressive look and feel. It can win it's place in all the of
the design inspiration galleries. You might earn plenty of pats on the back from the other
designers on Dribbble. But if the copy — your message — isn't totally dialed in, then none
of the cosmetic stuﬀ matters. Your product simply won't sell without well-crafted copy.
That is not to say that copy is the only thing that matters. The design, look, feel, and structure all play an important role in getting your message across. The takeaway from this entire book should be this: The purpose of design is to support and enhance the delivery of
your message.
That is why I believe it's important that designers learn to become great copywriters.
When you learn how to merge the skill of crafting copy and leverage design techniques to
deliver that message, you'll be well on your way to launching a marketing site that performs.
There is so much to learn about the art of copywriting. This book won't teach you everything. But I have included what I found to be the most impactful lessons in writing great
copy. Let's dig in...
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Speak to Your #1 Customer
Everything changed once I learned this key lesson in copywriting: Write as if you're speaking to one specific person.
The common mistake most people make when they're new to writing marketing copy is
they write as if they're standing on stage speaking to a large audience. Yes, your site will
be seen by many people, many of which might be on your site at the same time. No wonder it feels as if you're speaking to a crowd of people. Technically, you are!
But here's the thing: The people in your audience don't see it the same way. To them, they
are not one person sitting among a crowd of people, listening to you give a presentation to
everyone. In their eyes, it's just you and them. They feel as if you're engaged in a one-onone conversation, speaking directly to them.
This is their natural perception. So if you're not speaking directly to them, then they feel as
though they are a spectator, listening in on your "speech" given to other people. But if you
embrace their perception that it's just you and them, then you can speak (write) directly to
them, making your message resonate on a much more personal level.
Here's a quick example:
Speaking to "everyone" (bad):
It's a to-do list app for project managers.
Speaking to one person (better):
It's a tool to help you manage your project to-do lists.
Notice how the first example feels like it speaks to a room full of developers, making you
feel like you're an outsider looking on. But the second version speaks to you, and comes
across with much more impact (if you're a project manager).
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Now let's take this a step further. You know you need to speak directly to one person. But
how do you know who that person is? This is where creating a customer persona becomes critically important.
A customer persona is a detailed description of your target customer. It should describe
everything about them: Their age, gender, occupation, what they value, what they do for
fun, etc. Try and paint a complete picture of who this person is, even going so far as to
give them a name and choose a photo to represent them. It might even be easier to think
of an actual person you know in real life, who fits the profile of your target customer.
You want to choose your primary target customer. Your product might be a good fit for a
variety of people representing diﬀerent personas or variations on one persona. That's ok.
By choosing one primary customer to build a persona around — the person who experiences the pain point that your product solves more acutely than anyone else — and speaking directly to that person, your copy will be that much more resonate. It will have a
greater impact for everyone, than if you water it down so that it covers all the variations.
Now that you're taking on the mindset of speaking directly to one person, your primary target customer, let's look at how you might approach specific areas of copy found in your
marketing website.

The Top Headline
Your top headline is perhaps the most important piece of copy you'll write. It's responsible
for the very first "make or break" moment in your customer's experience. If your headline
fails to capture and keep the attention of a first-time visitor to your site, you can bet they
will hit that browser back button and probably never return.
The goal of your headline is to grab the attention of your visitor, and compel them to stay
and read the second headline or paragraph. That's it. As long as it accomplishes that, then
it has done it's job.
So what makes for a successful top headline? Here are a tips that I have found work well:
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Get to the heart of the pain point
Pick the single-most urgent pain point your customer wishes to solve, and craft your headline to speak to that. Don't present the solution. Just identify the pain that your customer
can relate to.

Make them curious
Relate the pain point, and hint at the fact that a solution exists, but don't divulge it just yet.
A great headline makes the visitor curious to learn more.

Almost unbelievable
In order to really catch their attention and heighten that curiosity, try making a bold, surprising, and almost unbelievable claim in your headline.

Not too long
By keeping your headline to two lines of text or less, it's easier for the message to have an
impact instantaneously. A headline that is too long (three or more lines of text) will require
an extra moment to digest, which lessens the impact and limits your ability to keep new
visitors on the page.
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The headline on the homepage for KISSmetrics reads:
"Google Analytics tells you what happened, KISSmetrics tells you who did it."
What makes this headline eﬀective?
• It's speaking to "You" (not everyone)
• It drives strait at a key problem, people's frustration with Google Analytics
• It's sparks curiosity. How does KISSmetrics know "who did it"?
• It's not too long. Two lines of text, and they read with a nice rhythm.

The 2nd Line
The 2nd line of text, often in the form of a sub-headline or a short first paragraph, is almost
as important as the top headline.
The role of the top headline is to grab a new visitor's attention. The sub-headline is responsible for keeping their attention. Your sub-headline should serve to clarify what your product essentially is, without going into the nuts and bolts quite yet.
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By the time your visitor makes it to your sub-headline, they're thinking, "OK, you've got my
attention (thanks to the top headline). Now what is this I'm looking at, exactly?"
Your sub-headline is there to answer that question. It establishes relevancy with your visitor. They need to know that what they're looking at is something that might fit into their
lives in some way. At this point, they don't need to be "sold" on it yet. They just need to
know that this is relevant to them and they're ready to learn more.
Still, some of the same tips carry over from your top headline to your sub-headline.
Namely, you want to keep the focus on the pain point and the solution your product oﬀers.
In the sub-headline, you have a bit more room (word-count) to get this message across.
Take another look at the KISSmetrics homepage, this time focusing on the sub-headline,
which reads:
"KISSmetrics fills this gap by showing you every action each individual did. Finally,
you'll know who your most valuable customers are and how to get more of them."
What has the visitor learned now that they've read the sub-headline? They know it's a tool
that gives insights into user actions. They reinforce the pain point (lack of intelligence
about your customers) and the solution (you'll get customer insights to help you find more
customers). They don't go into how this solution is delivered exactly. That will come later.
For now, all they're saying is if you're an online-business owner and Google Analytics isn't
enough, then this might be for you. Their sub-headline establishes relevancy.

Designing the Top & Sub Headlines
Let's now take a look at how the top headline and sub-headline are delivered, visually. If
you remember in the previous chapter about visual hierarchy, you learned that the top element in your hierarchy (the top headline) should jump oﬀ the page and demand attention
before the 2nd to the top element (your sub-headline). This ensures that a new visitor to
your page is able to digest each of these pieces in sequence, without feeling overwhelmed
or confused. Remember, this all happens in a matter of moments, so it's important to establish visual order immediately.
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The way we diﬀerentiate the top headline is by giving it dramatically more visual weight.
You can use size and color to achieve this.
Let's look once again at the KISSmetrics homepage, this time focusing on the visual presentation.
The first thing you notice is the dramatic diﬀerence in size. The top headline is double the
size of the sub-headline. They further diﬀerentiate the two headlines by using color. The
top headline is pure white on a dark blue background. That makes for a high contrast,
which attracts attention. The sub-headline text is light blue on the dark blue background,
which blends into the background, adding to the diﬀerentiation and creating a comfortable
visual order.
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Features vs. Benefits
As you move into the "meat" of your pages, the middle areas, and the interior pages of
your site, you'll need to present a lot of information to the visitor so that they can become
educated about your product.
It's easy to talk about all of your product's features, what they do, how they operate, and
what they look like. After all, you've spent so much time and work crafting your product,
no wonder you want to show it oﬀ to the world!
But be careful. Customers might think they need to learn about every technical feature
your product has to oﬀer. But what they really care about are the benefits they stand to receive if they decide to use your product. They need to know how a particular feature, and
more importantly, your product as a whole, will actually change their life for the better.
So its important that you walk a fine line between educating your customer about the features included in your product, and driving home the benefits your product brings. I like to
call this "spinning" features into benefits.
Let's look at an example of how a feature can be spun into a benefit. Here's a piece of the
Feature Tour section in the homepage that I designed (and did the copywriting) for SweetProcess. To give you some background, SweetProcess is an app that helps you document
standard operating procedures and systemize your business.
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I'm highlighting two core features of the SweetProcess product here: Activity tracking and
mobile optimization.
Rather than simply stating that SweetProcess records all activity that happens on a procedure, and displays that in your dashboard, I focus on the benefit that this feature actually
brings. That benefit is it gives you the ability to keep tabs on your teammate as they make
progress on the procedure you gave them. Here's how I worded that:
Track Activity and Progress
Did John finish the weekly email campaign this week? Which step is Jane up to in the
client discovery process?
Know the answers to these questions and more. Track latest activity or look back in
the history of any procedure.
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The next feature I'm covering here is mobile optimization. I could have simply stated that
the entire app uses responsive web design to ensure cross-device compatibility. And I do
make that fact clear. But I chose to highlight what that actually means for a customer:
Access SweetProcess from anywhere
Whether you’re working out in the field, in the warehouse, or at your desk, view your
procedures using any computer, smartphone, or tablet.
SweetProcess is 100% mobile-optimized, so your procedures look just as good from
your desktop as they do in the palm of your hand.
As you write every piece of copy throughout your site, from the top headline, through your
product tour, and even the bits of text found on your pricing page, should constantly be
evaluating your work by how well it drives home the benefits your customer receives from
using your product.

Call to Action
We covered how to position your call-to-action within the context of your page layout.
Now let's look at the actual words that make up your call-to-action.
This first point I'll make may seem fairly obvious, but you'd be surprised how many businesses fail to do this right: Your call to action must explicitly instruct the user to take a specific action. Don't assume that your visitors can "figure out" how to get in touch with you if
they really want to, or that they can access your purchase page simply by finding that link
nested somewhere in your navigation. Your visitors want you to make it easy for them.
That means your call-to-action should give the visitor explicit instruction to do something.
There's a reason why the last words you hear on so many TV commercials are things like:
"Call Now"
"Hurry into your Ford dealer."
"Tune in tonight at 10"
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These call the viewer to take a specific action. This same approach is just as eﬀective (if
not more eﬀective) when applied on the web.
So the first lesson in eﬀective copywriting for your call-to-actions is to give the user explicit direction for what you want them to do.
This not only gives them the nudge they need to take that next step toward conversion, it
also eases any confusion they might have about what's going to come next. You always
want to set clear expectations for your customers. They never want to feel like they might
regret the action you're asking them to take.
The next tip is to reduce friction. Taking you up on your call to action always comes with
some natural hesitation and skepticism. Hopefully you've built up enough trust over the
course of your visitor's path that led them to your call-to-action. Still, reducing friction in
your call-to-action can have a significant impact on your conversion rate.
For example, rather than simply labeling your button with the text, "Sign Up", you might
try "Sign Up For Free". That reinforces the fact that you're asking them to sign up for a
free trial (assuming it is actually free). You might also consider adding small text just below
your CTA button indicating that there is no credit card required at signup. That helps to alleviate any notion that this will cost the user any money today.
The final point I'll make about writing a compelling call to action is, once again, focus on
the benefit your customer will receive. This is particularly true when it comes to newsletter
subscription CTA's. Don't simply ask a visitor for their email address so they can receive
updates from you. Give them a reason why they should want updates from you. Give them
something of value right now, and drive home the benefit of receiving that value.
Let's look at a few examples of eﬀective copywriting in a call-to-action:
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WPCurve, a WordPress support service, has this newsletter callout, which slides up from
the bottom of the screen when viewing their blog posts. It's very eﬀective for several reasons:
• The first words you see are "Free conversion template!". Right away, they're presenting something of value and reducing friction by noting that it's Free.
• The 2nd paragraph gives explicit instructions for what to do: "Enter your name and
email for immediate access."
• The two form fields also give explicit instructions. Rather than simply "Name" and
"Email", they say "Enter your first name", "Enter your email address".
• The red button reinforces the benefit the person will receive by joining their list (they
can increase their conversions).
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The website for the to-do list app, Flow, uses bright green call-to-action buttons to point
to their free trial signup form. These are optimized for conversions in the following ways:
• Their bright green color is unique and only used for the CTA buttons, nothing else.
• The bold text label gives explicit directions: "Try it Now"
• That same label also reduces friction by adding "For Free"
• Friction is reduced even more using the smaller text, which reads "No credit card required."
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Check out the call-to-action button for the app, Logbook. This one takes a diﬀerent twist
since it is a purchase button placed next to a free download button. Let's see how they
make this work:
• "Buy It" gives simple, explicit instruction for the action attached to this button.
• The unlock icon communicates that the free downloadable version is limited in some
way, but if you purchase it, then you get the "unlocked" version.
• The red price tag sets a clear expectation. The price isn't hidden and shown on the
next step. It's presented right here. That means those who click it are much more
likely to find the price point acceptable and make the purchase.

Typography Tips
There is so much to learn about the world of typography. Learning how to choose a typeface for your work that is just right is a skill that must be honed over many years of experience.
For the purpose of this book, I'm going to give you few tips that have helped me over the
years when it comes to font treatments on the web. I want to be clear that these are "tips",
not "rules". There really is no right or wrong way to approach typography on the web. But
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there are a few things you can do in regards to type that can help get your message
across more eﬀectively.

Legibility First
First and foremost, when choosing fonts for a marketing website, my number one criteria
is legibility. The words must be easy to read comfortably. I don't want to pick a typeface
that is too "loud" or one that attracts unnecessary attention due to the way it looks.
I want the words to be what attracts the visitor's attention. So the font choice should serve
to support that goal.

The top font, Cabazon, is a dramatic blackletter typeface that attracts attention due it's appearance.
The bottom font, Prenton, is a clean sans-serif that gets out of the reader’s way to let the
words come through unobstructed.

Dynamics
As you learned in the chapter about Visual Hierarchy, it is very important to diﬀerentiate
and prioritize the more important aspects of your message. The way you do this is by assigning visual weight accordingly.
When it comes to type, you can make use of bold, regular, and light font weights. This depends of course on the availability of those weights within each font family. So when I'm
searching and comparing diﬀerent fonts for use in a project, one of the factors I consider
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is whether it comes with least a bold and regular weight version. Sometimes it's nice to
make use of the light version as well.
Bold typefaces tend to work well for short headlines, labels and call-to-actions. Regular or
light weight typefaces can work well in contrast, placed just below a bold headline. This
helps to diﬀerentiate the two.

The top headline on the Browserstack homepage uses a bold weight, while the subheadline uses a regular weight. This, along with the size and color diﬀerence, helps to accentuate the top headline (so that is what the visitor sees first), while making the subheadline secondary.
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But like I said, there are no hard "rules" when it comes it comes to typography. The large
headlines on the Litmus homepage use a regular weight. They use bold for the smaller labels above the headline, and for the text on the call-to-action buttons. Instead of relying
on weight to diﬀerentiate the headline, they rely solely on font size and color.

Line Height
Line height on the web refers to the amount of space in between lines of text on the page.
This can have a very significant impact on the legibility and overall flow of your page.
As a general rule of thumb, I try to set the line height to 1.5 times the font size. In same
cases, usually when working with multi-line headlines, this may increase to around 1.7
times. In other cases, usually when working with paragraph text, it may be reduced to
around 1.3 times.
Let's look at the Tour page for the project management app, Apollo. In this screenshot,
the line-height has been adjusted down to around the same size as the font size (1x the
font size):
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That makes the text very diﬃcult to read. It also distorts the order of elements, making the
whole page feel disjointed.
Now let's look at the actual page with corrected line height:

Much better. The headline text has a line height set to 1.7 times the font size. The paragraph text is set to 1.5 times the font size. Everything is legible and falls into a comfortable
visual order.
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Consistency
The final tip when it comes to working with type on your website is to be consistent. What
I mean by that is to make sure that all elements of the same type get the same font treatment.
There are a handful of common elements that your website will probably include:
• Top Headlines
• Sub Headlines
• Paragraph Text
• Image captions
• Primary call-to-action buttons
• Secondary call-to-action buttons
• Form labels
• Navigation links
• Quotes
While each of these elements should be diﬀerentiated from one another, they should also
maintain a consistency throughout your site. For example, give all of the top headlines 45
pixel font size with a bold weight. Give all body paragraphs a font size of 15px at a regular
weight, with light gray text.
Don't make some pages have a body paragraph size of 14px, and others a size of 15px.
While an inconsistency like this may seem minor, taken together it adds a sloppiness to
the page that ultimately serves to make the entire thing harder for your reader to digest.
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10
Beyond Words
The words you write on your marketing website aren't the only thing that well help you get
your message across. Imagery can play a large role communicating value as well. In fact, a
website that doesn't make use of compelling imagery can fall flat, even if the words are brilliantly crafted.
This chapter will look at how you can eﬀectively use photos, images, icons, and video to
help drive your message home.

Photos
Photos can have a very positive impact on the overall experience, but they can also work
against you if used the wrong way.
Too often we see cheesy stock photography used throughout marketing sites, usually in
some kind photo slider on the homepage. To be clear — I'm not saying that all stock photography is bad, or that it can sometimes be used to great eﬀect. But the vast majority of
stock photos, especially those intended for use in business sites, are corny and seen
across way too many corporate websites.
Photos of people, especially smiling people, can help to build an emotional connection
with your visitor. On the homepage for Highrise, 37 Signals tested photos of diﬀerent people, some with a wide smile, and some with a more neutral look on their face. The smiling
photos resulted in more paid signups :)
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If you're selling a physical product, then obviously photos of the product should be front
and center. See how the popular iOS device case company, DODO Case, integrates their
large photo slider with some text and a call-to-action button:
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Screenshots
Chances are your product involves some kind of software, so let's talk about perhaps the
most important type of image your website will have: Screenshots.
Screenshots may be used throughout your website, from your homepage to your product
tour pages and even on your blog. But there is one important concept to keep in mind
when using screenshots on your marketing site:
Screenshots alone can't tell the whole story. Words alone can't pain the entire picture.
Your screenshots and copy must work hand-in-hand to get your point across.
I often see software websites include full-screen images of the software dashboard, where
all options and menus are visible. This doesn't help the visitor understand what value the
software brings. All it does is show what seems to be a complicated interface, taken out of
context.
A better way is to think strategically about your message as you go about cropping and
placing your screenshot images. Focus on the one aspect of the screenshot that illustrates
the point you're making. Here are a few examples of what I mean:
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The product tour page for Moz, a company that oﬀers a suite of marketing tools, uses
large sections of copy and graphics to drive home key aspects of their application. Each
has a small, circular screenshot that focuses tightly on one detail within the interface.
In this example, the point being made is Moz gives you beautiful data visualizations that
are mapped over time. So they cut a screenshot that highlights a graph with a time stamp
on it.
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In my design for the SweetProcess tour, I used small screenshots to illustrate each of the
key benefits I wanted to showcase. In this example, I'm communicating that it's easy to
track your progress on a step-by-step procedure. The screenshot I chose was one that is
zoomed in on the checkboxes. That helps to connect the dots for the user. One can track
their progress by checking oﬀ each step as they go.
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Things, a to-do list app, draws attention to key areas of their to-do list app by using a magnifying glass eﬀect. Each magnifying glass helps to communicate some of the more commonly sought-after features in a to-do list app, such as categorization, due dates, and projects.

Icons
Icons can be very helpful for getting your message across and adding a relevant visual to
otherwise text-heavy content. But beware: With the abundance of free icon libraries available to designers today, it can be easy to over do it, which reduces the benefit of using
icons in the first place.
Icons can be used to serve two purposes:
• Use an icon to attract extra attention to a particular element
• Use an icon to clarify the message it supports.
Icons can help to attract and guide a visitor's attention through text-heavy content. For example, in some cases, it is necessary to list lots of features (hopefully spun as benefits).
See how Panic has done that for their FTP app, Transmit:
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In this screen, we're looking at a very text-heavy set of lists covering all features of the
app. The icons placed next to each feature group help to create a visual rhythm, and help
us digest this page in chunks.
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Rackspace uses icons on their homepage to draw attention to three important areas of
their service oﬀering. In this case, they're using icons sparingly, in an eﬀort to make those
sections stand out from other blocks of content. These icons also use a high-contrast red
on white design to give them even more visual weight.

HelpScout uses icons on their homepage to help clarify the message in their four key benefits they oﬀer. For example, next to "Beautiful Reports" we see an icon of a pie chart
(which communicates that the reports must be very visual). Next to "Boost Team Productivity" we see an icon of a timer (implying that you will save time thanks to increased productivity).
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Standard Icons
Icons also help visitors instantly identify and recognize commonly seen aspects about a
website or a product, for example Search or the RSS feed. Since elements like these are
so common across the web, they tend to be represented with the same icon.
It's a good idea to embrace these standard icons when picking icons for these globally recognized elements. Here is a list of some of elements and their standard icons that are commonly used in marketing websites:

Of course, there are many more commonly seen elements and icon throughout the web,
but these are some that are often found on a product's marketing site, with very little variation. As such, it is recommended that if your site uses any of these elements, then you
should use an icon that matches visitor's expectation.
You should also develop your own internal standards for the icons you use across your
website and in your app. If there are multiple instances of a certain element, for example,
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multiple products with "add to cart" buttons, be sure to use the same add-to-cart icon and
style throughout. This adds consistency and makes it easier for your visitor to build familiarity with your website's interface.

Video
These days video is playing a more prominent role in telling the story of a product. Video
as a form of content isn't new on the web. Video blogs, video tutorials/screencasts, webinars, etc. have all been around for years. But more recently, the "Explainer Video" has practically become a must-have element for any startup's homepage.
The "Explainer Video" does what it's name implies: It explains your product in a succinct,
compelling video. Most of the time, this video is placed near the top of the homepage,
front and center. In some cases, it might be moved to a Tour page, or broken into several
videos presented throughout a series of tour pages.
The goal of your Explainer Video isn't very diﬀerent the goal of your overall homepage:
Communicate how your product is valuable to your target customer. Assume the person
who presses play on this video knows absolutely nothing about your product. They should
come away from this video not only with a better understanding of what your product is,
but with a desire to at least try (if not buy) your product. Your explainer video, like your
homepage, is designed to sell your product.
The explainer video on your homepage is not any of the following:
• An instructional tutorial about your product.
• An interview with the product's founder or team.
• A tour of your startup's oﬃce.
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How to produce a video
When it comes to producing your explainer video, you basically have two options: You can
hire a video producer or you can do it yourself.
Doing it yourself can be a good option if you're just starting out, especially if you're bootstrapping. Software like ScreenFlow on the Mac or Camtasia on PC are low-cost, easy to
learn, and easy to use. Or you might choose to invest in hiring a professional video producer. They can charge anywhere from a couple hundred to a couple thousand dollars, depending on their experience.
Whether you're producing the video yourself or hiring someone else, it is important that
you understand (and play an active role) in the production process, particularly when it
comes to the script.

The Video Script
I recommend that you write the script for your explainer video first, then arrange and edit
the visuals to support that script. You can use many of the same principles and techniques
as you would when writing copy for your web pages. Even the structure and flow of your
video script can follow the same sequence as the layout of your landing page.
Start by identifying the problem or pain point that your product solves. The first 10-20 seconds of your video should serve to illustrate that pain point and make your viewer connect
and relate to it. This sets the stage for the rest of the video, because it implies that you
know your customer, you know what challenges them, and you're about to unveil your solution.
Then introduce your product, what it is, and how it benefits your customer. Remember to
focus heavily on the benefits / solutions your product brings to the customer, rather than
the technical features. Your explainer video doesn't need to go into detail about every aspect of your product. It just needs to hit on the key benefits that drive it's value.
The final section of your video is the call-to-action. Give the viewer explicit instructions
about what they should do next. For example, your script might end with "Start your free
30 day trial by clicking below".
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Video Visuals
The visuals in your video should be compelling and keep your viewer's attention the whole
way through. There are few ways you can do that:
Use lots of quick cuts. Don't spend more than 5-7 seconds on any given frame. By rapidly
cutting from one scene to the next, the viewer is constantly presented with new visuals to
process and pay attention to. When it comes to video, this is a good thing. Watch any television commercial and count the number of cuts you see during a 30 second spot. You'll
be surprised how many there are.
You should certainly include screenshots or screencasts of your application (if you sell software). But you don't need to show every detail and functionality. Only show the parts that
support the message you're getting across in the script.
It's also a good idea to weave in visuals of people, illustrations, or even text throughout
your video. The more variety there is, the more interesting and compelling your video will
be.
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11
Pricing & Signup
One of the key lessons in becoming a great salesperson is you must ask for the sale. Developing rapport, identifying a need, and presenting your solution are all important steps.
But at the end of the day, if you don't ask your prospect for the sale, you'll have a hard
time landing customers.
It took me a long time to learn that lesson. In my work as a consultant, I used to spend
lots of time talking to prospects about their business and design needs, and I'd answer all
of their questions. But I left it there. I'd leave the meeting or hang up the phone or finish
the email exchange, hoping that soon enough, the prospect would come back to me and
tell me they're ready to engage my services. Needless to say, this didn't happen as often
or as soon as I hoped. It wasn't until I learned to oﬀer my proposal and follow up to ask for
the sale that I was able to close those deals.
Selling on the web isn't very diﬀerent than selling oﬄine. After you've attracted visitors,
turned them into leads and nurtured them until their ready to buy, it's time to ask for the
sale. That's where your pricing and signup (or purchase) pages enter the picture.
Your pricing and signup pages are the place where you come right out and say it: Here's
what it costs. Here's how you can get it. Are you ready to buy today?
No matter how great your product is, how well it fits your market, how compelling your
message has been up to this point, it's up to your pricing and signup pages to close the
deal.
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The Pricing Page
Let's start with your pricing page. The page, or step, where you reveal the price tag, just
before you ask your visitor to proceed to signup or checkout.
It may take a variety of forms, depending on the type of product or service that you oﬀer.
Usually there is a page dedicated to presenting your product's pricing. Sometimes, in the
case of an E-Commerce shop with many products, each product's page serves as it's pricing page. Or, if it's a simple product like an eBook, your pricing may be shown on a onepage site. There isn't a right or wrong way to structure your pricing. That decision really depends on the type of product it is.
But there are a few principles that any pricing page can benefit from.

Keep it Simple
As a general rule when forming a pricing model for a product, I always look for ways to simplify it. The customer should never have to perform any calculations or scratch their head
trying to figure out how the pricing actually works. With one quick glance, they should instantly know how much it will cost them and what they get for that price.
Remember, your goal is to present a "no brainer" value proposition. Your price is there to
drive that point home. The faster that "no brainer" value comes through to your visitor, the
greater the impact it will have on their decision to buy. That's why you want to keep your
pricing simple and get right to the point.
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It doesn't get any simpler than the pricing for the social media app, Buﬀer. They oﬀer one
pricing plan, they call it the "Awesome" plan, and it costs $10 per month. A very simple
product like Buﬀer, with a very small feature set, doesn't need anything more than a simple
1-tier plan.
Your product may not be quite as simple. In many cases, especially in the case of a SaaS
(software as a service) product, it makes more sense to have a few pricing tiers. Still, your
goal should be to simplify those options and drive home their value in the simples, most
strait-forward way possible.
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The music service, Spotify, has a very simple 3-tier pricing model. One quick glance at
their pricing page and it's instantly clear what the cost for each plan is, and the value that
each brings.
They even use icons to convey that message with clarity. The free plan shows a laptop
with an ad on the screen. The middle plan shows a laptop (no ad). The top plan shows a
laptop plus all other devices. Even if the supporting text weren't there, it would still be
clear how their pricing model works.

Visual Price Anchoring
Price anchoring is a very eﬀective marketing technique that has helped businesses increase sales since the dawn of time. Here's how it works:
Let's say a restaurant wants to increase sales of their highest priced entree, the filet mignon. One way they can do that is by adding a new item to their menu, a lobster dish,
priced even higher than the filet mignon. Suddenly, the filet mignon is more attractive to
customers.
Why? Because it's no longer the most expensive item on the menu. Most people are hesitant or unwilling to purchase the most expensive option. But a middle option feels "just
right", especially when compared alongside a higher priced alternative.
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Price anchoring is put into practice all the time on the web. When you see a product with
multiple price tiers, that's price anchoring in action. I'm not saying you should add a higher
tier just for the sake of having one. Each tier can (and should) provide real value to the customer. By giving the customer a few choices, they can feel more comfortable knowing
they're coming in at a level that's right for them.
But what about choice paralysis? The theory that when faced with too many choices, a
customer would rather not make a decision at all than make the wrong decision. This is
where visual price anchoring comes into play.
By giving one price tier more visual weight than the rest, you're saying to the customer,
"Here's our most popular plan and it's the one we recommend for you." You're helping
your customer make their decision. This also helps to reinforce the notion that they do
have options, some more attractive than others.
Visual price anchoring can work in two directions. It can be used to attract more attention
to the plan you want most customers to choose. But it can also be used to damper attention given to your lowest priced / free plan.
While oﬀering that entry-level plan might make sense from a business perspective (it gives
customers a way to try out your product before upgrading), you'll want to make it clear
that this plan is quite limited in terms of features, and shouldn't be considered to be anywhere near as valuable as your main pricing tiers.
Let’s look at the Shopify website to see how they use visual price anchoring in both directions:
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The first thing we see are the three primary plans, with the middle one promoted as the
"most popular". They use size and color to give that plan more visual weight. It's surrounding box is larger than the others, and it has a white background to diﬀerentiate it from the
blue colored plans to it's left and right sides.
Then we see the secondary plans, a simpler entry-level plan and their enterprise oﬀering.
These aren't intended for widespread adoption, but they're here to round out their oﬀering.
Had they included these options in the main pricing table, it would make the whole page
harder to decipher and give customers a more diﬃcult choice to make. By demoting them
to the right side, with smaller text and a lower-contrast background color, they are seen as
a secondary option, only to be considered if the main options don't appeal to you first.
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Don't List Everything
When you're presenting the price of your product, it's easy to fall into the habit of listing
lots and lots of information alongside the price tag. You may feel you need to justify the
price by reminding the customer about all of the features they receive for that price.
But you have your entire website to communicate your product's value. By the time your
customer reaches the pricing page, they've moved beyond the education and information
stage. Now, all they want to know how much it costs.
Of course, if your product has multiple tiers, then you need to show how they are diﬀerent
one another. To do that, simply list a few (not all!) of the features included within each tier.
You only need to list the key diﬀerentiators — The things that make one plan more or less
valuable than the next.
In addition to the a short list of diﬀerentiators within each plan, you might choose to include a sidebar section which mentions a few (just a few!) key benefits that are included
with all plans. Separating the "standard" features from the "optional" features helps to simplify the page and make it easier to digest and understand your pricing.
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Helpscout does a great job of keeping their pricing page simple. They have two plans,
each oﬀering a diﬀerent set of benefits. One plan displays only three line items, the other
plan lists only four. Of course, there are many more features and functionality included in
each, but those aren't critical at this stage. The customer can uncover those nuances in
other areas of the site, or within the app once they give it a trial run.
To the right side, just above the call-to-action, there are four more bullet points, showing
some of the benefits that are included in both plans.

Linear Comparisons
When listing several price tiers alongside one another, you want to make easy for the customer to quickly compare each plan. The diﬀerences should be easy to spot within just a
couple of moments of landing on the page.
Too often we see a pricing comparison chart that lists too many features, and in an order
that requires us to sift through slowly, sometimes using our finger to keep track of which
feature is included in which tier. If that's the case on your website, then you're making your
customer work too hard to figure out your pricing.
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A much better approach is to list just a few key features, and make the comparisons linear.
By that, I mean the plan with the lowest price should be the shortest, visually, while the
highest price plan should be taller. The checkmarks or list of features should stack up in a
linear fashion, so it's easy to see which additional features the higher plan(s) include.
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On the pricing page that I designed for Restaurant Engine, I made sure that I included the
extra features at the very bottom. This makes for a linear string of checkboxes, each
slightly taller than the one next to it. With one glance, it's easy to see how the middle and
upper tiers compare to the lower tier.

Supporting FAQ
No matter how simply your pricing is laid out, visitors will often have questions.
"Is my money at risk?"
"When will my credit card be charged?"
"Is XYZ feature included?"
"Who can I contact if I require assistance?"
These are a just a few examples of questions that may be raised once pricing enters the
picture. So it's a good idea to address some of the most common questions right here on
your pricing page.
Be selective and strategic about which questions you include here. Choose questions that
address specific, common, objections and ease those concerns. For example, customers
are always wary about giving out their credit card information. So if you require their credit
card up-front, but won't charge it until after the free trial is complete, then you can use an
FAQ to reassure customers that they won't be charged today.
You can also use your pricing page FAQ to reinforce a key benefit. For example, a common question to include would be "What if I need help?" This is an opportunity to boast
about all of your awesome customer support channels.
Don't include every question you've ever heard a customer ask you. There are other
places throughout your site and in your documentation where these can fleshed out. Here
in your pricing page, you simply want to choose approximately six questions. Your goal
here is to address a few common objections and reinforce your product's value proposition.
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Once again, let's look at the pricing page for Helpscout. This time, we'll focus on the lower
part of the page, where they have four questions and answers, followed by a reinforcement of their customer support channels.
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Signup Forms & Checkout
Here it is — The home stretch! The last step in your customer's conversion funnel: Your signup form.
This could be the form visitors use to create their account and start a free trial. Or in the
case of an E-Commerce store selling physical or downloadable products, this could be the
final checkout form. Or perhaps it's a lead generation form, where visitors enter their contact information to get onto your mailing list and/or receive some free content like an email
course or webinar.
All of these can benefit from a few usability and optimization techniques. It’s about plugging the holes in your funnel and make it easier for your customer to get what they want:
To reach that "Success!" page and get their hands on your product.

Your form is not what sells your product
There is a tendency to think that since your signup/checkout form is so close to the endgoal, then the design of that form can make or break the sale. I don't believe this to be
true.
Sure, there are tips and ideas that can improve the performance of your form (optimization), but ultimately, your customer's decision whether or not to buy your product is made
before they fill out the first field of your form. Everything that led them to this point should
convince them of the "no brainer" value of your solution. Your signup form is simply the
gateway they must pass through in order to move forward with the buying decision that
they've already made.
That being said, you should aways work to create the most pain-free buying experience
for your customer. Treat the design of your signup/checkout form with care because the
last place you want to cause frustration or friction is right before your customer pays you.
I used to wait tables at a restaurant. One of the things I learned on that job was to never
make a customer wait too long to receive their check after they've requested it. If they're
left waiting for the check, they become frustrated with my slow service at the most critical
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point in their time with me — just minutes before they determine how much to tip. So I always did my best to leave them with a great last impression.
I think of the signup form in a similar way. They've already decided to buy. Now we just
need to make it easy for them to follow through on that decision.

Is Fewer Fields Better?
The common assumption is the fewer fields you include in your signup form, the more people will convert. It's true that there are benefits to limiting the number of fields included in
your form.
Fewer fields means fewer points of failure. Fewer fields that must pass validation. Fewer
opportunities for the customer to get confused or have second thoughts. Your customer
will proceed through your signup faster when there are less fields for them to fill out.
But limiting the number of fields shouldn't be prioritized over other more important factors.
For example, it's widely known that if you don't require credit card information to begin a
free trial, your trial signup form will see much higher conversions. But that doesn't always
translate into more paying customers. Many businesses decide that it's better to require
credit card info up front and accept lower free trial signups, because they know that those
who are willing enter their credit card info up front are much more likely to stay on as paying customers later.
In the case of a newsletter signup form, you're confronted with the choice: Should you ask
visitors for just their email address (one form field) or should you also ask them to enter
their name (two fields)? Obtaining their name would allow you to personalize the emails
that you send to them. If this is important to you, then it might be worth it to add that second field to your newsletter signup form.
The bottom line is this: There are some benefits to keeping the number of form fields to a
minimum. But those shouldn't outweigh more important business decisions to include certain fields.
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Form Validation
Form validation is the process by which your system ensures that all of the values your visitor entered in the form are acceptable. If any are unacceptable, then your system should
not allow them to proceed.
For example, if you require someone to enter an email address and they all they enter is
"ABCDEF" then click submit, this would be unacceptable. Your system should require that
an email address looks more like "ABCDEF@domain.com".
How your system handles form validation can have a major impact on the usability of your
form, and your customer's overall experience. Form validation errors can be incredibly frustrating to a user, especially when they're confused as to why those errors are happening.
But they don't have to be! In fact, you can design your form's validation system to act as a
helping hand, guiding and pointing your customer toward a successful signup. Here are
some ways you can do that:
Be descriptive
When an error occurs, state the error in plain english and be descriptive as to what went
wrong.
Example of a poorly written error message:
Error #476: field ID user_phone invalid entry
Better:
The phone number you entered is invalid.
Even Better:
The phone number you entered is invalid. Be sure it's numbers only and includes the
area code.
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In that last example, not only did we describe the error in plain English, we also oﬀered assistance to help the user enter a valid entry the next time.
Keep entries intact
Have you ever filled out a long form, clicked the submit button, receive an error because
one of the fields isn't valid, but all of the fields you entered are now reset? Then you know
how frustrating that can be.
When an error occurs, it should not wipe out all form values, causing the user to have to
re-input everything. Those values should remain intact. The user should simply have to correct the field(s) that have errors, then re-submit the form.
Make it easy to locate errors
It should be abundantly clear where the form errors occurred. The user shouldn't have to
hunt for a missed entry.
In the case of a longer, multi-input form, I recommend stating the error in two places: Once
at the top of the form, where you state that some errors occurred and list what they are.
Display the error again on the field itself by highlighting it in red and adding an error message there as well.
This makes it really easy for your customer to spot the errors, quickly correct them, and
continue on with their signup.
Validate in real time
You might also try validating your form fields in real time as soon as the user enters an invalid entry. For example, as soon as the user enters an invalid email address and then tabs
to the next field, the email field highlights in red and indicates the entry is invalid.
We often see this when users are asked to create a password. Only when both passwords
match will the form pass validation. If they're diﬀerent values, an error is shown.
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This method might be a bit more complicated to setup, but it significantly reduces form errors because it corrects the customer's path as they go. This makes it easier for them to
reach the finish line.

Reducing Distractions
When your customer has reached your signup or checkout form, you want to move them
through this step quickly and easily, and reduce opportunities for them to change their
mind.
One way you can do that is to minimize distractions on the page. The page that holds your
signup/checkout form is not the place where you want to promote your blog articles, link
to your about page, or product tour. At this stage, those would be distractions.
Your signup form should be stripped of all other navigation links and other callouts. You
might consider including one small link pointing back to your pricing page to give customers a way to re-evaluate the price. But other than that, it's best to take a "less is more" approach when designing your signup page.
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When you reach the checkout page on Amazon, you'll notice you no longer see their complex navigation systems and callouts to other product recommendations.
All you see is a progress bar (not clickable), your order information, and some smaller informational links placed out of the way in the footer.
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The signup screen for the time tracking app, Harvest, also strips out all navigational elements, leaving just their branding across the top. However, they did choose to make their
logo clickable, though that's not always obvious.
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Reduce friction
When your customer is evaluating your product's pricing and proceeding through your
signup/checkout form, you want to do all that you can to reduce friction. As discussed
above, one way to do that is to improve the user experience, making it easy to complete
their task of signing up.
In addition, you can use positive reinforcement that reassures your customer that they're
making the right decision. Your goal is to reduce any lingering questions or hesitations
they may have before taking that final step through your conversion funnel.

Social Proof
Your pricing and/or signup pages are great place to display some social proof. You can feature a couple of customer testimonials to remind the customer that they're in good company. If they're on the pricing page, you can try to feature customer quotes that point out
how aﬀordable your product is compared to the competition.

Positive Copy
All of the copy around your pricing and signup page should add positive reinforcement. Remember, customers will always have some natural resistance to giving out their credit card
information or even just their email address.
Use the headlines and surrounding copy to overcome that resistance. Focus on things like
your generous free trial period, or that there are no contracts. It's also a good idea to oﬀer
a money-back guarantee and make that known on your pricing page.
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On the pricing page that I designed for SweetProcess I used positive reinforcement in my
headlines to drive home the fact that there's a free trial and no credit card is required to
get started.
On the call-to-action buttons, you'll also see the small text, "No credit card required",
which helps to reduce friction even more.
Finally, as you reach the Questions section just below the pricing info, you'll see a prominent mention of our 30-day money back guarantee. It's a comforting reminder to customers that their money isn't at risk.

Trust Symbols
On your signup form, when asking for credit card information, it's a good idea to include
some kind of trust symbol, reminding the user that this page is secure.
Of course, you must back up any statements of security with actual security measures. If
you're accepting credit cards on your website, then your site must be protected using an
SSL certificate to encrypt the data that transfers through it.
You can add a lock icon or some other "badge" stating the security measures your form
adheres to. These help to ease common concerns that customer's have when giving out
sensitive information like their credit card numbers.
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On the signup page I designed for Restaurant Engine, we do require credit card information. There are two things I did to reduce friction at this stage of the signup process:
First, I added a note just above the credit card number field, reminding the customer that
their card won't be charged today. They can try the product for free for 14 days.
Next to the "Sign Up" button, I have added an icon that reads "SECURE" on it, indicating
that this page is secured with SSL encryption technology.
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12
Testing, Tracking, & Iteration
Most of this book has been about leveraging both marketing and design principles to build
a great version one website to sell your product. Think your work is done the moment you
"Go live" for the first time? Think again.
Your website will never reach it's full potential on day one. It's impossible to get everything
right when you're designing your site behind closed doors. Only through testing, tracking,
and iteration will your website see real improvements that move the needle. The only way
to achieve these improvements is to put it out there in the wild, gather feedback, and iterate.
In this chapter, we'll cover methods to fully test your website's performance (and I'm not
just talking about checking all web browsers). We'll cover how to track and measure the
performance results. And finally, how (and when) to iterate and tweak based on your findings.

Internal Testing
Before you push your website live for the first time, it's always a good idea to do some internal testing. By internal, I mean conducting technical and user tests privately, before
making the website live and viewable to the world.

Technical Testing
Start with the basics: Check your website across all of the major web browsers and mobile
devices to make sure every page renders appropriately. You should also test the key functionalities across all platforms. Do a test signup or purchase. Also test out all of your lead
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capture forms. Your website and product can fail for a variety of reasons, but a technical
failure like a signup form that doesn't operate should not be one of them.

User Testing
Once you've worked out the kinks from a technical standpoint, it's time to do some internal user testing. This is where the real "eye openers" will be revealed. Up until this point,
your design work has been based on your own assumptions of what will make sense to users and customers. Now it's time to begin testing those assumptions with someone other
than yourself (and your designers/developers who worked on the website with you).
Your goal here is to put the site in front of a person who has never seen it before and observe how they use the site. Here are a few people you can invite to help you test your
website:
• Your spouse, girlfriend or boyfriend
• A friend or sibling
• A parent, aunt or uncle (I find the "mom" test to be the most revealing. You'll be
amazed to see how your assumptions break down when presented to a less technically savvy user! No oﬀense, Mom...)
• A co-worker who wasn't involved in working on this site with you (note: If they're also
a web designer by trade, they may be a bit too technically savvy and not representative of a typical user. But it's always good to run your work by your peers.)
• There are services, like usertesting.com, which let you invite strangers to test your
website before making it live.
Once they've accepted your invitation to help you test your site, here's how I recommend
you conduct the test:
Start by asking them to sit down at a computer with you sitting just beside or behind them
(it's best to conduct user tests in person). Don't open your website quite yet.
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Here's what I tell my wife when I ask her to help me test my websites:
"Thanks for your help, honey. I promise I'll do the dishes once we're finished here."
(she rolls her eyes)
"In a moment, I'm going to show you the website for my new product. I want you to
browse through the site as if you're researching a new online purchase. Then I want
you to proceed to signing up for the product."
"Once we begin, I'm not going talk at all. I'll just watch and listen. Please try to 'think
out loud' as much as possible. If you're unsure where to go next, say that and tell me
why you're confused. If you find that any of the messages are unclear, please say that
as well."
"Ready? Let's begin."
Now you can go ahead and load the site or tell them the address to type in. Then shut up.
Say nothing. Even if they ask you a direct question. Don't answer. Just watch and listen as
they browse the site and figure out the navigation on their own.
You'll want to have a notepad handy, because you'll notice quite a few things you were
never aware of until this point. Here are some examples of things I uncovered during user
tests like these:
• Primary call-to-action buttons weren't as easy to locate as I thought they were.
• Links to extraneous pages, like live demos, took the user out of the conversion path
with no way to get back on track.
• Technical malfunctions in the signup process occurred, which somehow didn't pop
up during my own technical testing.
• Some of the messaging was misleading or told a diﬀerent story than I originally perceived.
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After you conduct a few internal user tests it will probably be clear that you have some
work to do before the site is launch-ready.
Keep in mind that the user tests you've conducted up to this point will not give you all of
the feedback you'll need. These people are likely not your target customers. They're just
friends, family, or strangers who've agreed to help you test the usability of your website.
Once you push the site live, you can begin gathering more concrete feedback from real
visitors who can potentially become your paying customers.
Make whatever final pre-launch tweaks necessary to fix issues that popped up during your
internal user testing. Then push this baby live!

Tracking Results
Now that your site is live, you can begin gathering the feedback that really counts.
It's common to uncover even more technical bugs that weren't discovered prior to launch.
There are many more people using the site so the days and weeks after launch always reveal many unforeseen usability issues. That's normal. Make sure you're fixing the most
blaring issues quickly and adding the minor ones to your (or your team's) to-do list to address in time.
More importantly, it's time to begin tracking the results of your marketing site design efforts.

Start with the big picture...
These days, it's incredibly easy to get caught up in a tornado of metrics. Between the
wealth of data provided by Google Analytics, along with a host of other metrics tracking
tools like KISSmetrics, Mixpanel, and others, it can be very overwhelming.
You hear so much about data-driven conversion optimization, especially in the world of
SaaS (software as a service) products. From churn rate to monthly recurring revenue and
customer lifetime value, there's so many diﬀerent metrics that the experts tell you to keep
an eye on! If only there were enough time in the day...
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But here's the thing: In the very early days of your startup, you shouldn't be worried about
tracking each and every "key metric" those experts talk about. That's right. Ignore them.
All you need to focus on is the big picture.
In the earliest days of your startup (I'm talking about the first six months after you launch
version one of your website), these are the only things that matter:
• How many paying customers do you have?
• How many leads are arriving?
• What are your customers telling you?
You really don't even need to look at your Analytics dashboard at all to keep your finger on
the pulse of your new business. As long as you get notified when a new sale or lead
comes in, you'll have a sense of the big picture.
If you focus too heavily on overly technical metrics right from day one, you'll run into two
problems:
First, those metrics aren't very meaningful in the early days because you haven't collected
enough data yet. Without a large sample of data to work with, you can't draw any meaningful conclusions (and the conclusions you do draw can point you in the wrong direction).
Second, you have much more important things to spend your valuable time on in these
crucial early days. First and foremost, you should be focused on new customer acquisition. Whether it's managing ad campaigns, creating content, or doing in-person or phone
sales, right now your job is to get those early customers in the door. You should be testing
all sorts of marketing initiatives to see which ones are going to work best.
If you stay focused on the big picture in the early days, you'll be on your way to securing
that early traction you're hoping for.
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...But do gather data
Even though I say you should focus on the big picture and not worry so much about complex metrics early on, you should setup Google Analytics and begin recording data from
day one. This will become very important later.
Activating Google Analytics on your website is easy. Just drop in the tracking code and
you're good to go (for detailed instructions, setup your Google Analytics account at
google.com/analytics).
I also recommend going one step further and setting up a few "Goals" in Google Analytics.
This will help you track the number of conversions your site is producing.
One goal can be a successful purchase of your product or a successful signup. A 2nd goal
might be a confirmed newsletter opt-in. In my experience, these are the only two goals I
care to track, at least early on.
Again, you don't need to spend too much time watching your Analytics account to see
how many completed Goals are achieved each day. In the early days, you have better
things to do.
But later, thanks to the fact that you've been tracking Goals since day one, you'll be able
to use this data to determine which traﬃc sources are resulting in the highest conversions,
among other things.

Customer Feedback
As founder you should be handling all of the customer support requests yourself in the
early days of your business. It's not about saving the cost of hiring a support team. It's
about staying in direct contact with your customers so you can hear their feedback firsthand.
Customer support and pre-sales questions are the most valuable forms of feedback you'll
receive in the early days. Within a few weeks, you'll begin to hear the same few questions
repeated. Soon enough, you'll get a feel for things like:
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• Which features do people constantly ask about?
• Which features cause the most problems for customers?
• What seems to be the biggest deal breaker for customers who decide not to buy?
By manning the support, you'll have first-hand knowledge of these key aspects of your
product. You can use this feedback to inform your decisions as you work on iterations and
tweaks to your messaging later.
There's one more highly valuable form of customer feedback you should be gathering:
Reasons for cancellation. If you're running a SaaS product, cancellations are inevitable.
You'll never be able to reduce your cancellation rate to zero. The only thing you can do is
minimize it. To do that, you must understand why people decide to cancel.
If you have a cancellation form on your website, you should add a required field for the customer to provide a reason why they cancelled. Don't make it a selection. Make it free form
text so they can tell you what they really think.
If you handle cancellations manually (not a bad idea in the early days), always make a
point of politely asking your customer why they decided your product isn't the right fit.
The things your customers tell you are more valuable than any data you'll ever track in
your Analytics programs. Always gather this feedback and then use it as you iterate and
improve your website.

Prioritizing Metrics
I know I just told you that you shouldn't worry too much about watching analytics and metrics early on. But I don't want to give the wrong impression. Metrics matter.
Metrics give you the hard data that you can use to spot trends in your business, and patterns across your website. There are all sorts of business metrics you can call upon to see
what's happening in your business. These will vary depending on what type of business
and product(s) you sell. But here's a tip that applies to any business:
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Figure out just a few key metrics to focus on during a given period of time. You can't plug
all the holes and optimize every metric all at once. You can only make incremental improvements in one, maybe two areas at a time. So how do you figure out which metrics to focus
on first? I recommend you start at the top of your funnel and work your way down.
Top of the Funnel: Traﬃc
In the early days, you'll want to focus on the top of your funnel, which is mostly about traffic. Where is your traﬃc coming from and are they engaged once they arrive on your site?
You'll want to look at things like monthly unique visitors and traﬃc sources, including organic search traﬃc. The bulk of your eﬀorts in the early days should be on traﬃc building
activities like content generation, networking and sales (online and oﬄine), public relations,
and testing paid ad campaigns.
Your bounce rate will tell you how many people immediately hit the back button upon landing on your site. If you have a high bounce rate, this could mean one of two things: Either
the source of your traﬃc is producing visitors who aren't your target customers, which
probably means you should focus your eﬀorts on more targeted traﬃc sources like pay per
click campaigns, SEO, or content placements on relevant blogs. Or your visitors are your
target customers, but your site isn't grabbing and keeping their attention. This is something you can control, by employing the design and messaging techniques discussed earlier in this book.
Middle of then Funnel: Conversion Rate
Further down your funnel would be things like lead capture and trial signups (or a first purchase). This is where conversion rate is the key metric you'll want to track.
Your conversion rate is the percentage of your visitors who convert into leads or sales. In
regards to your website metrics, conversion rate is perhaps the most important metric
you'll ever track. Optimizing your conversion rate is never an overnight process. It's an ongoing routine of testing and incremental improvements that occurs over several years. In
fact, you're never truly "done" optimizing your conversion rate. It's a constant eﬀort for
any business.
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As discussed in the chapter about conversions, they happen everywhere. The first time a
visitor hits your site, they convert to an engaged reader. An engaged reader converts to a
newsletter subscriber. A repeat visitor converts to a trial signup. A trialing user converts to
a paying customer. Every conversion point presents a point that can be optimized. You
can run A/B tests at each point to improve the flow of conversions through your funnel.
As important as conversion rate is, it's not the be all, end all, metric that defines your business. In fact, some websites might have a relatively low conversion rate, but are still sustainable, even thriving businesses. How could this happen? A few reasons:
• Many products have a longer than usual sales cycle. That means, customers return
to your site several times before making a purchase.
• If you land coverage in a major media outlet, it will send a huge amount of traﬃc to
your site. While these PR traﬃc spikes are great for exposure, most of the traﬃc they
bring won't directly convert. But that's not to say the massive exposure isn't a good
thing.
• If you engage in a heavy amount of content creation (a.k.a. "content marketing"),
your audience might follow you for a very long time before converting to paying customers, or recommending your product to their friends.
These are all factors that — while they have a positive impact on your business — may
also work to weigh down the site-wide conversion rate that displays in your Google Analytics dashboard.
A better way to analyze conversion rate is on a more targeted basis. For example, measuring the conversion rate of a specific traﬃc source or marketing campaign.
Bottom of Funnel: Retention
The bottom of your funnel would include things like customer retention and satisfaction.
For a SaaS business, churn rate is the metric that tells you how long a customer remains
subscribed before canceling. The lower this rate, the longer customers continue to pay. If
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you have a high churn rate, you'll want to dig into the reasons customers are canceling
and do everything you can to plug those holes. That could mean implementing a killer feature that many customers have been asking for, or addressing an issue related to pricing
or your value proposition (why is it no longer a "no brainer" value in your customer's
eyes?).
For an E-Commerce business, retention could mean repeat purchases. By tracking your
customer history, you should have a firm grasp on the number of customers who come
back to buy again. If you want to improve this metric, you can do more to re-engage past
customers, perhaps using email marketing or personal outreach.

Iteration
The key to the success of any marketing website (or any business for that matter) is to
never stand still. You want to be learning constantly and iterating based on those learnings.

Tweak or Redesign?
Version one of your marketing website tends to be largely based on your own assumptions. Sure, you might do some pre-launch customer interviews (as you should), and those
will give you some insights about how to design and position your product from the outset. But you lack the hard data and loads of feedback you'll receive post launch. So you
lean heavily on your own assumptions about how you should present your product to the
world on day one. And that's OK.
But as you move through your first year, you'll quickly identify patterns in how your customers react to your website and message. Through gathering feedback, you'll identify things
that need to be changed and improved. Sometimes these things can be minor, such as a
re-wording of a certain piece of copy. Sometimes they're more involved, like a change in
your business model or a re-thinking of your product's value proposition.
So is it better to continuously tweak your version one design? Or should you embark on a
complete website redesign? Of course, it depends on your unique situation.
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The case for tweaks
Making minor iterations or tweaks to an established design can be a smart strategy. This
is especially true for sites where customers frequently return to browse and make a repeat
purchase.
Amazon is a great example of a company who shys away from doing major site-wide overhauls of their design. Instead, they make minor improvements and roll them out gradually
over time. This way, their customers, who come back on a regular basis, aren't shocked
and confused when they're met with a totally new customer experience.
If you compare today's version of Amazon.com to it's initial version almost 20 years ago, it
looks very diﬀerent. But if you look at all the versions that came in between then and now,
you'll see each isn't drastically diﬀerent from the next.
Facebook, on the other hand, is a company who I believe should take a similar approach
to Amazon, since their users return and use their site on daily basis. But instead, they've
been known for launching bold new redesigns that shake up their entire user experience in
one shot. Yet, for some reason, the broad user-base seems willing to deal with these frustrating and often unexpected shake ups. Perhaps it's because they're not buying anything
directly from Facebook as customers do from Amazon.

The case for a redesign
You do want to be careful to avoid a situation that I call "Death by a thousand tweaks".
Your initial design may look great on day one, but it wasn't designed with flexibility in
mind. Over time, as you implement tweak after tweak, you degrade the quality and overall
experience a little more each time. This is something you'll need to feel out over time. If
the tweaks are piling up, maybe it's best to start with a clean slate and give the whole site
a refresh.
It's quite possible that over the course of the first year or two, you've improved as a designer and marketer. You'll get the urge to do a complete redesign, simply because you
know you'll do a much better job this time around. That's completely normal for designer-
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founders, and I believe it is a valid reason for a redesign, as long as it will address specific
business objectives.
But be careful. Redesigns take a lot of time and eﬀort, and they usually end up taking
twice as long as you anticipate. Be aware that a redesign eﬀort — while it may be beneficial — will likely pull your focus away from other aspects of running your business.
In my experience, I found that all of the products businesses that I've launched (as of this
writing, there are 4), they all required a full redesign around 18 months after the first version was launched. That's probably due to a combination of iterating on key learnings
throughout the first year, and my desire to flex my new and improved design and marketing skills.
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Conclusion

If I can leave you with one important takeaway after reading this book, it's this:
Your journey as a designer/founder has only just begun. Even if you've been in business
for years, every year is a new beginning. As founders, designers, developers, marketers,
and product people, we're required a re-focus and re-shape every skill in our toolbox,
every single day.
I hope you'll take some of the ideas in this book and apply them in a site design you're
working on right now for your business. I hope you'll apply them in your next design. And
the one after that.
Over time, as you continuously put what you learn into action, it becomes second nature.
But you'll never be finished. You'll just uncover new challenges that help you raise your
game.

Let's keep in touch
I want hear from you!
Tell me what you thought of the book. What did you find helpful in your work? What do
you find challenging? Shoot me an email with any and all feedback. I reply to everyone.
You can reach me at brian@casjam.com or connect with me on Twitter @CasJam.

